
Tatiana Dafoe 

From: Charlayne Smith 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 3:08 PM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 
Subject: [External Email] Proposed boundary adjustments 

Ms Dafoe, 
I am emailing you to consider halting the proposed boundary adjustment on line 29. The reasoning for the 
adjustment is for the "possible" new glass plant to be built by Xinyi Glass. The proposed plant also will be 
using 1.5 Million Liters of water per day in their operations. This is according the Guelph Today article 
published July 5, 2018. Gueph council denied the proposal in their jurisdiction, we should as well. Is the water 
infrastructure able to handle that amount of increase of water into the treatment plant? And do we have the 
ability to have and extra 1.5 million liters out of drinking water system? If it can, why is there a requirement of 
farm land along the south side of line 29? Is there not already land owned by the city that could be put to use. 
Why the acreage including Walch's strawberry patch, which people come from all over to pick and eat 
strawberries. This is an unacceptable use of farm land in one of the provinces most productive counties. I 
believe very strongly that this should not go through. 
Charlayne Smith 
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Tatiana Dafoe 

From: Teresa Ann De Wetering 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2020 9:10 PM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 
Subject: [External Email] Comment on Annex 

This area is some of the best farm land in Ontario. 
Why don't they annex land in North-Easthope that is not as good for farming. 
Comment from Richard and Teresa De Wetering. 



Tatiana Dafoe 

From: Joan Thomson 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 9:32 AM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 
Subject: FW: [External Email] Annexation 

See attached correspondence received. 

From: A Touch of Dutch Landscaping 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 3:44 AM 
To: Joan Thomson 
Cc: lwolfe@perthcounty.ca 
Subject: [External Email] Annexation 

Good Morning 

I just have a few questions regarding the proposed municipal boundary adjustment between Perth South and the City of 
Stratford. We live at .. Our property was annexed into the City of Stratford in 2004 together with 2 
other properties for a total of 200 acres of mostly agricultural lands. We are located immediately to the west of the 
current Wright boulevard industrial park. Our property was changed from agricultural to industrial holding with special 
permission to continue farming but also with restrictions regarding any changes we like to make to our operations as a 
farm. The City is looking at annexing approximately 325 more acres of agricultural land for a total of well over 550 acres 
of available land for industrial purposes. These lands will all have restrictions for the current owners. 
When we were annexed the City informed us that this was the logical direction for the City to annex for future industrial 
land. Since it is obvious that the City is going a different direction with annexation. What are the long term plans for the 
200 acres that were annexed in 2004. If the glass plant does not become a reality is it really a necessity to annex an 
additional 325 acres of land. 

Regards 

Ann & Johan Bossers 
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Tatiana Dafoe 

From: 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 11:14 AM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 
Subject: [External Email] Annexing the farmland for potential industries 

Please do not allow this land to be annexed by the City of Stratford our farmland is dwindling at an alarming rate we 
need to start looking after farmland not destroying it for industrial reasons. I am against this annex of land! 
Gayle Robins 

Sent from my iPad 
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Tatiana Dafoe 

From: GARY B 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 12:17 PM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 
Subject: [External Email] Use of Farm land. 

HI, 
Although I no longer live on a farm I still realize how important that land is. The use of water for certain 

industry can do great damage to the water table let alone how polluted it is when it leaves the factory. Yes we 

need jobs but how well paid are they and will the actually improve the local economy. Yes the trades to build 

it are likely well paid ,but what about the factory worker after they are gone. The stress on the sewer system 

will that cost the city more? Yes great to see new jobs ,but it is the prime farm land that feeds those 

workers. Hope it is important enough to many to realize how important a good water source is as well as the 

availability of farm land . 

Gary Black 



Tatiana Dafoe 

From: Jessica Robins 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 12:50 PM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 
Subject: [External Email) Annexation of Farmland 

To Whom It May Concern, 
Please do not allow this land to be annexed by the City of Stratford our farmland is dwindling at an alarming rate we 
need to start looking after farmland not destroying it for industrial reasons. I am against this annex of land! 
Sincerely, 
Jessica Robins 



Tatiana Dafoe 

From: Shannon Wilhelm 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 1:12 PM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 
Subject: [External Email] Annexation of Farmland 

To Whom It May Concern, 

Please do not allow this land to be annexed by the City of Stratford our farmland is dwindling at an alarming rate we 
need to start looking after farmland not destroying it for industrial reasons. I am against this annex of land! 

Sincerely, 
Shannon Wilhelm 
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Tatiana Dafoe 

From: Joan Thomson 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 12:19 PM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 
Subject: FW: [External Email] Boundary adjustment question 

For the correspondence package . 

-----Original Message----
From: Michael Humble 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 11:17 AM 
To: Melissa Verspeeten 
Subject: RE: [External Email] Boundary adjustment question 

Good morning Melissa, through this proposed annexation, The City of Stratford is not purchasing or acquiring title to any 
land so nothing will appear in the budget or financial statements for the City as there is no expenditure of funds. 

The process of land annexation merely conveys the right to levy property taxes against those properties that are moved 
onto the City of Straford's assessment roll from the assessment roll of Perth South. 

Transactions conveying land ownership are matters between a purchaser and a seller and not the concern of 
municipalities. Indeed, our only involvement in a sales transaction is to provide a tax certificate to the seller confirming 
taxes are current and not in arrears. We are never informed, nor have any reason to ask for the price associated with 
any transaction. Our primary concern is updating property owners names/addresses on our roll so we can deliver 
property tax bills. 

I appreciate this is does not provide an answer to your question, but I trust it explains the process a little more clearly 

Michael Humble CPA, CGA, 
Director of Corporate Services & Treasurer 
519-271- 0250 ext. 201 

-----Origina I Message----
From: Melissa Verspeeten I 
Sent: January 31, 2020 10:36 AM 
To: Michael Humble 
Subject: [External Email] Boundary adjustment question 

Good morning Mr. Humble, 

Regarding the proposed boundary adjustment going to council next week, I was told that funds had already been 
exchanged with the landowners of the subject properties for that. I'm not looking for confirmation of that but was told 
that you would be able to direct me as to where funds for those transactions would appear on the budget and financial 
statements for the city? 

Thank you in advance for your time, 

Melissa 



Melissa Verspeeten 
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Tatiana Dafoe 

From: Joan Thomson 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 1:34 PM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 
Subject: FW: [External Email] Boundary adjustment question 

-----Original Message----
From: Michael Humble 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 12:35 PM 
To: Melissa Verspeeten 
Subject: RE: [External Email] Boundary adjustment question 

My apologies Melissa, didn't realize the two thoughts in your email weren't linked. 

Land held for resale by a municipality is reported as such on the Statement of Financial Position (under financial assets). 
It is also reflected on the Statement of Cash Flows (under changes in non-cash working capital). 

If the activity is planned sufficiently in advance, it would also appear in a municipal budget. Generally there is an activity 
code such as "Industrial Land Servicing" which would include costs to purchase and service land with eventual revenue 
offsetting those budgeted costs. 

Michael Humble CPA, CGA, 
Director of Corporate Services & Treasurer 
519-271- 0250 ext. 201 

-----Original Message-----
From: Melissa Verspeeten i 
Sent: January 31, 2020 11:35 AM 
To: Michael Humble 
Subject: Re: [External Email] Boundary adjustment question 

I appreciate the explanation but I do understand how an annexation works. 

So my question now, completely independent of the proposed annexation and just in general with regards to the City 
finances. If the City was to make a large acquisition of land, from a private individual, for later use as development land 
for a yet to be determined purpose, where would funds for that acquisition show in the budget and in the City's 
financials? 

Thank you, 

Melissa 

Melissa Verspeeten 



> On Jan 31, 2020, at 11:17 AM, Michael Humble <MHumble@stratford.ca> wrote: 

> 
> Good morning Melissa, through this proposed annexation, The City of Stratford is not purchasing or acquiring title to 
any land so nothing will appear in the budget or financial statements for the City as there is no expenditure of funds. 

> 
> The process of land annexation merely conveys the right to levy property taxes against those properties that are 
moved onto the City of Straford's assessment roll from the assessment roll of Perth South. 
> 
> Transactions conveying land ownership are matters between a purchaser and a seller and not the concern of 
municipalities. Indeed, our only involvement in a sales transaction is to provide a tax certificate to the seller confirming 
taxes are current and not in arrears. We are never informed, nor have any reason to ask for the price associated with 
any transaction. Our primary concern is updating property owners names/addresses on our roll so we can deliver 
property tax bills. 

> 
> I appreciate this is does not provide an answer to your question, but I trust it explains the process a little more clearly 

> 
> Michael Humble CPA, CGA, 
> Director of Corporate Services& Treasurer 
> 519-271- 0250 ext. 201 

> 
> -----Original Message----
> From: Melissa Verspeeten 
> Sent: January 31, 2020 10:36 AM 
> To: Michael Humble 
> Subject: [External Email] Boundary adjustment question 
> 
> Good morning Mr. Humble, 
> 

> Regarding the proposed boundary adjustment going to council next week, I was told that funds had already been 
exchanged with the landowners of the subject properties for that. I'm not looking for confirmation of that but was told 
that you would be able to direct me as to where funds for those transactions would appear on the budget and financial 

statements for the city? 
> 
> Thank you in advance for your time, 

> 
> Melissa 

> 
> Melissa Verspeeten 
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Tatiana Dafoe 

From: Melissa Verspeeten 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 1 :34 PM 
To: Lori Wolfe; Tatiana Dafoe; Joan Thomson; Lizet Scott; Rebecca Clothier 
Subject: [External Email] Comments regarding proposed boundary adjustment 
Attachments: Comments to council regarding proposed boundary adjustment - January 31, 2020 

(2).pdf 

Good afternoon, 

Please include the attached comments with all information packages to council and whomever else it may 
concern regarding the proposed boundary adjustment. 

Thank you for your time, 

Melissa 

□ Mel Issa Vmpeetea, 

This e-malf message contains confidential information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. 
Any unauthorized use or disclosure is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error please 
immediately delete the e-mail and either notify the sender at the above e-mail address or by telephone. 
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January 31, 2020 

My name is Melissa Verspeeten and my husband Colin and I own and reside 
in the Township of Perth South. The 111 hectare plot in question directly abuts our back 
property line. We also own and pay taxes on a home in the City of Stratford. 

Last Wednesday, January 22, 2020 my husband came across an article in the Beacon Herald 
dated January 17, 2020. It was a follow up piece written after the joint public meeting that was 
held on January 16, 2020. My husband and I had no prior knowledge of this meeting. I emailed 
Tatiana Dafoe and Joan Thomson at the City of Stratford, Lori Wolfe at Perth County and 
Rebecca Clothier at the Township of Perth South to inquire as to where I could find the meeting 
minutes and was notified they had not yet been finalized and would be posted to the 3 websites 
when they were available. I was subsequently emailed the minutes 7 hours later. I question 
why it took so long for the minutes to be posted to the public site? Is it customary for it to take 
so long, 6 days, for the minutes to be available to the public? And especially given the already 
ex1remely tight timelines as far as this issue is concerned, it seems it should have been of 

utmost priority to have those available. 

After reading the minutes I emailed Rebecca Clothier at the Township of Perth South. I set an 
appointment to meet with her Friday, January 24, 2020 at 2pm. When I met with her she said 
notice of the proposed boundary adjustment and public meeting had been sent out by mail to all 
property owners in the area on December 19, 2019. I asked why we hadn't received a notice 
and she admitted that the Township had in fact not mailed us a notice. When asked how that 
kind of error could occur she said our name had printed on the back of a page and was never 
caught by whomever did the mailing. I expressed my concern for not having had the 
opportunity to interact with the other residents that had attended the meeting or to see how the 
3 councils in attendance had reacted to the proposal. Reading minutes is not the same as 
physically being there. The opportunity to have our questions answered at that meeting by all 3 
councils was taken away from us. We have now had only 10 days to research and prepare 
these comments. Everyone else in the area has had a full month longer. This is due to no fault 
of our own, which is why I have submitted a request for deferral of this issue to all 3 councils so 
that we may have the same time as everyone else to prepare. 

The quantity of land that the the city is proposing to annex is alarmingly large. The 130 
hectares is nearly equal to the amount of land annexed for employment since 2003. Given that 
the city has already stated in their planning justification report that they have 242.63 acres of 
available industrial and the absorption rate of industrial land is 16 acres per year. At that rate 

the city has approximately 15 years of industrial land in inventory. In which case, to meet the 
new provincial policy of 25 years, the City should be looking to annex 160 acres, approximately 
65 hectares. To be attempting to annex nearly twice that amount is unnecessary, unless there is 
a planned use for this land already. In which case that should be disclosed as part of this 
proposal as it is relevant to the discussion. 



In an article on the London Free Press website pertaining to Xinyi Glass, dated January 4, 2019, 

Mayor Dan Mathieson is quoted as saying "We have put a proposal forward and we're waiting 

to hear from the company," I have sent a question to the Mayor and to council as to where 

it was proposed that this factory be located, as there are admittedly no sites, currently within 

the city limits, large enough to house a company of this magnitude. I have yet to receive a 

response. Here is a link to the article for reference: 

h tips: //lfpress. com/bu si ness/I oca I-bus i nes s/g I ass-m aker-strugg I es-to-find-home-in-region 

If this is in fact the intended use, then why are proposals being put forward on behalf of the City, 

on property that is not within the city boundaries? 

If the intended use is in fact for Xinyi Glass, and taking into account the already low 

unemployment in the City, what will that do to other businesses within the city or within the 

County? There are already several businesses in the City forced to bus in their labour force 
from other communities. If Xinyi is poaching labour from other area businesses, aren't we in 

essence crippling these established businesses that have worked hard to get to where they are 

and have been supporting the local residents and economy? I think that this should be of grave 

concern not just for businesses within the City but also for businesses operating in other 

municipalities in Perth County. West Perth, East Perth and North Perth should be very 

concerned for this development as it threatens to destroy the equilibrium they have created 
within their communities. 

In addition to the low unemployment, Stratford's resale housing inventory is at an all-time low, 

there is very little serviced residential land for development and rental vacancy in the city is near 
zero. We simply don't have the available housing to support the number of jobs this business is 

predicted to create. 

Has there been consideration given to the huge draw on natural resources and potentially toxic 

emissions that a company like Xinyi Glass would mean? As a City that is as progressive as 

Stratford to its concern for the environment this again seems like it isn't a good fit for the culture 

this city emulates. 

Some other concerns with this annexation are the loss of rich farmland and what that means on 

a larger scale. Southern Ontario IS farming. My husband's family had owned 400 acres worth 

of farmland in Norfolk County until a few years ago when it became too much for his 

grandfather, and was sold. That land all remains in production. We are a rural family. We 

appreciate all that the country life has to offer. My husband and I closed on our current home in 

Perth South in November 2019. This proposal has been a devastating blow for our family. 

Knowing how the province and municipalities covet their farmland we expected we would be 
able to look out our patio door for years to come and see all the beauty Perth County has to 

offer. The fields and woodlot in the distance represent a childhood we both cherish and we 



wanted that for our boys. This last week it's been hard not to cry when I look out that same 

door. 

While I do understand that Perth South is in dire financial straits due to various factors, including 

large government funding cuts and Maple Leaf moving to London, their largest employer and 

tax payer, I think that if they are relying solely on this to save them, it is a bandaid on a much 

larger issue for the Township. Annexing off their land, their most valuable resource, is an 

extremely slippery slope. Perth South has a vibrant farming industry, they should be looking to 

preserve that at all costs and instead be focusing the efforts of council and staff on looking at 

long term, big-picture options to improve their financial position. While I do appreciate the low 

tax rates in the Township they are unrealistic and should in fact be raised. The Township needs 

to fund the services it offers to its residents and with taxes as low as they are that isn't possible. 

I also think they should be exploring the possibility of an amalgamation with St. Marys. The tax 

base in Perth South is very low so this would spread the funding over a larger base. 

As a City of Stratford tax payer, I do not understand why the City would be looking to brand 

themselves as a big industrial hub. We have gained the reputation for being a culture-rich 

society that prides itself on our involvement with technology and the arts. Any other City would 

be so lucky as to be in a position where unemployment is below provincial averages. The 

council and staffs efforts would be so much better spent leaning into the greatness that already 

exists here. Focus on filling the spaces that are already available with industry that supports 

these values. 

When my husband and I moved to the city almost 5 years ago, the decision wasn't made lightly 

or without much deliberation. The fact that Stratford offers the high caliber of amenities that it 

does while maintaining a small-town, welcoming feel and offering all of the green space 

throughout the city were all factors in our ultimate choice to make Stratford our home. By 

focusing on bringing in large scale industrial companies I think the City will quickly become 

something that people will not find so much interest in relocating to or in visiting. 

We have the following comments and concerns directly related to how this will affect our home 

and the enjoyment of it. 

1) What are the setbacks from our property line for any development? 

2) What buffering will be required between our home and any development? 

3) What precautions will be put in place to control emissions and toxins that any 

development may create? 

4) What precautions will be put in place to monitor potential soil and water contamination 

for the neighbouring properties? 

5) What class of industrial zoning will council be seeking should this annexation be 

granted? 

6) Will access to the 111 hectare parcel be from Line 29 or Highway 7? 



And a general question: 

1) Has it been determined if there are any endangered species in the woodlot on the 
subject land? 

I would like ii to be noted that my husband and I have filed complaints with the Township of 
Perth South, the City of Stratford and Perth County for not having received notice at all of the 
proposal or subsequent public meeting. We are suspicious of the short notice given prior to 
decisions being made and question the reasoning for that. And we are 100% opposed to the 
subject lands being added to the City of Stratford. 

We would respectfully request a response in writing to the questions and concerns noted herein. 

We thank you for your time, 

Colin & Melissa Verspeeten 



Tatiana Dafoe 

From: Joan Thomson 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 2:09 PM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 
Subject: FW: [External Email] Annexation 

For the correspondence package. 

-----Original Message----
From: Joani Gerber 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 2:06 PM 
To: Kathy Vassilakos; 
Cc: Joan Thomson 
Subject: Re: [External Email] Annexation 

Good Afternoon Mrs & Mr. Bossers (thank-you for the forward Councillor Vassilakos), 

Thank-you for your message. I've copied Ms. Joan Thomson, Acting City of Stratford Chief Administrative Officer onto 
our thread as well for further comments should they be required. 

The lands annexed in 2004 remain important to long-term industrial development from investStratford's perspective. 
We know the Province of Ontario is also actively promoting large parcels for potential investment. At this time, 
Municipal servicing through to your parcel on Line 29 would need to extend through all three parcels to the east of 
Wright Business Park, originating on Lorne Avenue. 

The parcels included in the proposed boundary adjustment have direct access to rail and highway 7. Municipal servicing 
is also in close proximity. 

Thank-you, 
Joani 

Joani Gerber 
investStratford 
jge rbe r@i nvestst ratfo rd .com 

On 2020-01-31, 11:26 AM, "Kathy Vassilakos" <KVassilakos@stratford.ca> wrote: 

Good morning, 

I have copied your email to Joani Gerber from Invest Stratford. She should be able to answer your question about the 
previously annexed lands and industrial expansion. 

Regards, 
Kathy 

> On Jan 31, 2020, at 3:51 AM, • wrote: 
> 
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> Good Morning Councillor Vassilakos 
> 
> I just have a few questions regarding the proposed municipal boundary adjustment between Perth South and the 

City of Stratford. We live at Stratford. Our property was annexed into the City of Stratford in 2004 together 
with 2 other properties for a total of 200 acres of mostly agricultural lands. We are located immediately to the west of 
the current Wright boulevard industrial park. Our property was changed from agricultural to industrial holding with 
special permission to continue farming but also with restrictions regarding any changes we like to make to our 
operations as a farm. The City is looking at annexing approximately 325 more acres of agricultural land for a total of well 
over 550 acres of available land for industrial purposes. These lands will all have restrictions for the current owners. 

> When we were annexed the City informed us that this was the logical direction for the City to annex for future 
industrial land. Since it is obvious that the City is going a different direction with annexation. What are the long term 
plans for the 200 acres that were annexed in 2004. If the glass plant does not become a reality is it really a necessity to 
annex an additional 325 acres of land. 

> 

> Regards 
> 
> Ann & Johan Bossers 

> 
> 
> Address: 

> 
> Day Time Phone Number: 

> 
> ----------------------------

> 0 rigi n: https: //www .stra tfo rdca na d a. ca/en/ins i decityha 11/ cityco u nci I contact .asp 
>--------

> 
> This email was sent to you by Ann & Johan Bossers< through 

https :ljwww. stratfordca nada .ca/. 
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Tatiana Dafoe 

From: John Mann < 

Sent: Saturday, February 1, 2020 12:57 PM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 
Subject: [External Email] Urban Sprawl 

To whom it may concern: 

t has been brought to my attention that the City of Stratford is considering expanding its borders which 
would remove arable farm land from cultivation. As a citizen of Perth county, I am registering my displeasure 
with this proposal. 

The best farmland in Canada is situated in the Great Lakes Lowlands and once urban sprawl has engulfed it, 
this precious food soil will be lost from food production and green space. 

A number of years ago I watched with dismay the process of the Brazilian Rain Forests being decimated in 
the name of "progress". I'm sure Brazilian governments only saw the money they could receive by developing 
this land but they were and are being short sighted and not thinking about the long term consequences of their 
actions. It is rather hypocritical of "us" to condemn the Brazilians and other developers when "we" are doing 
the same things here. 

Cities do not need to "grow" and be large. They can grow upwards rather than contribute to urban sprawl, or 
better yet be built on land which is not suitable for the critically necessary purpose of growing food such as 
Sudbury would be a great city to become a megalopolis, being built on rock. 

Places such as Holland and Japan can no longer feed themselves but require trade from other countries to 
eat. Where will they be if world trade is severely reduced for various reasons. If a country does not have the 
ability to sustain itself without other countries, they are very vulnerable to outside influences and their security 
is threatened. 

Canada is fortunate to have good technology and arable land, but it is not inexhaustible nor 
sustainable. Southern Ontario is one of the breadbaskets of the world and must be preserved as such. The 
external costs of urban sprawl are much too high. 

Do not contribute to urban sprawl. Resist the temptation to develop and pave over our precious resource. 
Sincerely, 

John Mann 
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Municipalities of Stratford and Perth South, 

Public Meeting 

I am very disappointed with my township that I had to find out about this annexation and public 

meeting through my neighbours adjacent to the said properties. Being a resident and voting 

member within our great Municipality of Perth South, I think that all residents should have 

received a letter of notification regarding the possible change of land use within our region. 

This affects every person within the community let alone the neighbouring properties. 

At the meeting, there were a lot of questions sent to Joani Gerber and the Township of Perth 

South where it is the City of Stratford planning office and its council members that should be 

the ones answering to the questions especially directed at the end use of the properties and 

the possible destruction of woodlots. 

Municipal By-Laws 

There are By-laws of the County of Perth and the Township of Perth South that shall 
continue to apply to the annexed lands, By- laws under the Drainage Act and under the 
Weed Control Act. Why is it that the Tree Regulation By-Law not being upheld? There is 
over 18 acres of possible woodlot that will be destroyed. It was said at the public meeting 
that these forested areas will be replanted split between the Township and the City of 
Stratford. First of all, a tree here and there does not equate to an established bush lot, let 
alone the amount of trees and habitat that can be established within both areas. The city of 
Stratford or the Township does not have 9 acre pieces of land that they will use for this 
purpose ... will they? The township doesn't have this land unless its adjacent to maybe the 
Avon river. Which they do not have control either being that it is someone's property and 
maybe not viable under Upper Thames recommendations. In the said land there is multiple 
species of wildlife that will perish due to the removal. These areas are avenues of travel for 
the said wildlife. 

Property unestablished within the city limits 

After looking at the city of Stratford map given out with land Annexed over the last 20 
years. I have looked solely at the land that is adjacent to Industrial lands. The following will 
be in point form for ease. 
-200 acres~ in the same end of the city that have sat dormant for 15 years. 2005- from 
Line 29 to Lorne ave. 
-15 acres~ undeveloped wright Blvd. next to Southwest vet> pre 2000 
-35 acres~ on Erie street next to Masterfeeds> pre 2000 
-35 acres~ along South side Lorne Ave. 2003> Part was used for water runoff for city, 
Remaining has been used for robot Car study and also has and aged and high 
Biosecurity risk livestock assembly yard. As well as other land unused. 
-40+ acres~ along rail tracks and along Hwy 7 /8 on the east end of the city between 
Samsonite and Road 111. 



These said lands equate to over 315 acres of undeveloped land within the existing city 
limits that all are in the Industrial Layout of the City. Let alone the other 100's of acres 
that have already been annexed and allotted for residential. These lands equal the 
same amount of land that you are trying to annex again. That would equal to almost 
700 acres of undeveloped land within the city of Stratford zoned for Industrial. This is in 
excess and irresponsible! 

Farmland 

There is a complete blind eye to amount of land that is depleted every year to concrete 
and buildings that don't give back to the simple Hierarchy of needs. The same saying of 
"they don't make any more land" comes to mind. Population continues to grow and 
farmers continue to become more efficient with production with less and less land base. 
There will be an end to this innovation and everyone will suffer. There is a need to 
change the way we look at the land within our area as well on earth. Better use of land 
is detrimental to our survival. 

The Size of Property suggested 

The Land base requested for this annexation is appalling. 320 acres is already sitting 
undeveloped within the City limits. This equates to almost double the amount of 
increased industrial land that has already been annexed in the last 15 years, most of it 
still being undeveloped. The City Limits was over 11000 acres 20 years ago. 1500 acres 
were annexed in the over the last 20 increasing the city land base by 14%. Was the 
population of Stratford increase by 14%? Did the local small business increase by 14%? 
Have the city industrial businesses increase by 14%? I would like you to ask yourself 
this. If there has been an increase in Industry, do the people that work in these 
industries all reside, pay taxes and spend their incomes within the city? If not, then why 
do we need to further increase industry that doesn't give back to the community that 
feeds the employees of the said industries? 
This large land base next to the Rail tracks have really sparked the minds of many 
residents in the City and surrounding areas. This is a huge piece of property and is not 
good planning unless it has a purpose for a large factory to fill such a big space. The 
Chinese Glass Plant that has been looking for property is such a business. There was 
zero mention locally of properties needed until the said Company was in the Media after 
it failed to acquire land in Guelph due to its potential Environmental impact and is now 
all over the Media to feel sorry for this Giant of a company that needs to be Near a 
Railway, Large land base and Water Supply. Both of which is available in this large 
piece of land. To think that this is not the sole purpose of the said land, is ludicrous. 
Why else would such a large piece of land be annexed at one time? If this company is 
given right to the said piece of property, there will be a huge Environmental impact that 
will never be reversed. 



Chinese Glass Plant 

I have read things on media regarding the Land base needed for such a factory let 
alone the Water Demand for the daily operations. 1.6 Million Litres a day!!! That is 
crazy! My first thought after reading the denial from Guelph is "They should locate in a 
community beside a Lake", for example Goderich or Sarnia, both with Rail systems 
within reach. Maybe even London or St.Thomas where they already pump Lake Water 
to the cities for their use. I think I see the possibility there! 
1.6 Million Litres/Day. Wow! We operate a local farm down Line 29. Our Pork 
Production Facility can feed up to close to half the population of Stratford protein needs 
per year. We are a livestock facility and use water in our everyday operations. This 
Glass plant would use up our Farms yearly usage of water within 5 days. 5 Days!! 
That being said, I have calculated the annual rainfall within our area and the property 
footprint that the said Glass plant would cover its usage. But, this 1.6 Million Litres/ day 
does not fall on us every day. It may not rain for weeks at a time. They would need to 
have Humungous water storage areas, let alone areas for used water. This is not 
possible to have such areas. Also it does not rain in the winter months. Therefore they 
will have to either draw from the city water supply or drill their own wells within this 
property. What I know is the City drill wells hit an aquifer roughly 300 feet + below the 
surface. This plant will draw from this water supply or drill deeper to an even deeper 
water supply. My drilled well on our property is 100-120 ft deep static water level. The 
supply to these aquifers can take l00's of year to l00's of Thousands of years to 
replenish. These aquifers give us life to sustain our everyday uses. 1.6 Million litres/day! 
What I know of Science is that water flows downhill, or in other words forced down by 
gravity. If my aquifer is at 100 ft and the city of Stratford is at 300 ft . If permeably 
possible, my water well will drain into the City and any other deeper well than mine. 
Our existing well has supplied our farm for over 30 years. If this plant takes place and 
then draws out of the city aquifer or its own well subsequently draining existing 
surrounding wells let alone the City of Stratford's. Who is responsible to pay for re
drilling a new well to reach water for all of these drained wells? You can say "Well that 
will never happen". But it can and what laws are in place to protect the existing people 
and business before such a thing to happen? To My knowledge, it would cost me at 
least $20000 to drill a deeper well for our everyday needs. Why would I need to pay for 
this? This is just one local farming business that uses water at this Static level. How 
many other farms, businesses and Residents use water higher than the cities or the 
possible well depth of the said Glass plant? What regulations and stipulations will be put 
in place upon agreement of such a business to establish in this area? THIS is NOT the 
area for such a plant based on Simple Environmental Facts. 

I am Asking and Pleading to reconsider the decision on the said properties and decide a 
better way to improve the City of Stratford and Township of Perth South. 

Thank you for your time respectfully, 
Brian Aitcheson 



Tatiana Dafoe 

From: 
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To: 
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please find attached my cover letter and report regarding the proposed annexation of Perth South lands. 

Jamie Gibb 
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January 31, 2020 

Tatiana Dafoe 
Acting Clerk 
City of Stratford 

Dear Ms. Dafoe 

Re: Proposed Annexation of Land by the City of Stratford from Perth County/ Township of Perth South 

Please find attached a letter report from Kevin Eby of EBY Growth Management Planning Services Ltd. 
that should be considered as part of my submission of comments relating to the proposed annexation. 
also wish to make the following points for the Various Councils' consideration. 

• Public Trust: this process has been flawed from the beginning with little opportunity for the public 

to provide informed comments; 

• It is unclear to us, members of the public, what level of information Councillors have been provided 

as part of this process. If it is the same information that has been made public, it is unclear how you 

can possibly make informed decisions this coming week as the information provided to us is 

insufficient to understand the nature of the issues and possible implications on the communities; 

• This annexation should not be predicated on a "Draft" planning justification report that is 

incomplete, contains inaccuracies, and does not meet provincial guidelines or good planning 

practices; 

• Public stakeholders have had their voices devalued in this project; 

o If the municipalities had gone about this in a proper way, they likely would have had less 

opposition from me; 

o This is a public process that appears to be masking its true intent from the public. I feel like 

I'm in a conversation with a small group of people have an objective relating to this 

annexation process that they aren't sharing with the public; 

• We need to make wise use of limited resources rather than moving out onto prime agriculture land 

when other industrial zoned lands are available; 

• This project appears to be industrial leapfrogging or industrial sprawl; 

• Line 29 is an excellent hard boundary. Keep urban development tight and infill until they have 

utilized all available lands inside their boundaries; 

• I am disappointed that planning and engineering staff from the City and County have not appeared 

to be the point people on bringing this proposal forward. Their professional input and advice would 

have assisted me in better understanding some of the issues. 

Please be advised I wish to go on the record as strongly opposing this proposed annexation. 

Jamie Gibb 



Growth Management Planning Services Ltd 
69 Dunbar Road South, Waterloo, Ontario N2L2E2 
Phone: 226 929-0080 

January3 l. 2020 

Jamie Gibb 

Second Report - City of Stratford 
Review of Proposed Annexation of Lands for Employment Purposes 

Dear iVlr.Gibb 

I haw no\\· had the opportunity to attend the public meeting and review all the currently 
available materials related to the proposal by the City of Stratford to adjust its municipal 
boundary through annexation of 130 hectares (321.24 acres) of land from the County of Perth/ 
T,rn·nship of Perth South_ Justification for the proposed annexation is contained in a "Dr,lli 
Planning Justification Report'" prepared by Harrington McA,·an Ltd .. dated January 2020 (lhc 
"Oran·· report). Some additional infonnation requested has also been provided by City of 
Stratford and investStratford staff. 

l'kasc lind below comments relating to the proposed annexation provided under the following 
headings: 

• Process 
• Vacant Industrial Land Inventory 
• Justitieation Presented 
• Rcstdts Utilizing the Provincial Justification 1vkthodology 
• \Yhere Should Future Industrial Land or Related Growth Occur 
• Which Lands Should be Included in the Annexation if Justilication Existed 
• Conclusions 

1\dditional supporting inl'ormation is provided in Figures I and 2. and Appendices A through E 
as rel'erenccd in the report. 

Process 

The process to date has proYidcd very limited opportunity for the public to respond with 
informed comments relating to the proposed annexation, 

lhe time line proposed also proYides little time for staff and the \·arious Councils (particular!\ 
City llfStratlord Council) to consider written submissions from the public prior to making 
decisions. 

(Also see Appendix A- Chronology and Analysis of the Public Process to Date/ to Come) 



Vacant Industrial Land Inventory 

The "Draft" report fails to provide the basic information required to determine future 
industrial land needs. 

There is no employment forecast for the 20 year time period associated with the annexation 
proposal. There is no anticipated average employee per hectare density for the industrial lands 
identified. There is no mapping of the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) vacant employment land 
inventory identified in the "Draft" report, despite the Questions and Answers document directing 
the public to this document for such a map. 

Incorrect information relating to the 98.19 hectares (242 acres) inventory was also provided. 
Staff at the public meeting (see the Minutes of the Public Meeting) and in the Questions and 
Answers document state(d) that sports fields and stormwater management ponds are included in 
the 242 acre vacant employment land inventory identified in the "Draft" report. This implies that 
not even all of the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) are available for development. There are no 
sports fields or stormwater management ponds on these lands. This was acknowledged by 
investStratford staff two days ago. 

Even a cursory review of the vacant industrial lands in the City of Stratford demonstrates that 
this number represents only a subset of the overall inventory, with a significant amount of other 
vacant industrial lands being excluded from consideration in the process of determining future 
land needs. For example, despite being anticipated to accommodate future development, vacant 
lands identified as being "for sale" or "reserved" in the Wright Business Park are not considered 
in determining whether additional lands are required to accommodate employment growth over 
the next 20 years. 

Additional information shared directly with me by City and investStratford staff, including 
mapping of the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) (see Figure I) has helped resolve some of these 
issues, but issues relating to the vacant industrial land inventory remain outstanding. 

I was also surprised to see the Questions and Answers document list privately-owned along with 
other constraints to development of industrial lands (see answer to: What does the 242 acres of 
vacant industrial land in the City include?). It is often land being sold by municipalities that is a 
constraint. Artificially holding down market land prices through municipal sales priced at-cost
recovery constrains a significant amount of the private lands from becoming competitive in the 
marketplace. This ultimately limits choice for the consumer and han1pers the overall 
competitiveness of the City of Stratford. There are many things that drive business locational 
choices. Cheap land is actually not very high on the scale of considerations from previous 
research I have looked at. If it was, all businesses would be locating anywhere but in big cities. 

(Also see Appendix B - Vacant Industrial Land Inventory) 
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FIGURE I 

CSP GROUP MAP OF VACANT INDUSTRIAL LAND 
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Justification Presented 

The "Draft report uses a methodology that is not consistent with the Provincial Projection 
Methodology Guideline or general planning practice for determining the need for new 
employment lands. 

The "Draft" report uses an annual land absorption rate (based on private and public land sales of 
industrial land) as the basis for justifying the annexation. There is no documentation or even a 
time frame presented in the "Draft" report with which to understand the basis for the absorption 
rate used. There is so little infonnation relating to this that the first and only reference in the 
body of the "Draft" report to the absorption rate used to justify the annexation is in the second 
last paragraph in the "Summary and Conclusions" section and this simply says: "The current 
amount of vacant industrial land in the City is approximately 98 hectares (242 acres) which is not 
sufficient at the current rate of absorption of 6.5 hectares (16 acres) per year." 

Justification for the expansion of a settlement area for employment purposes is n9t based on land 
sales. It is instead based on the capacity of the land to accommodate forecasted employment. 
Land that was sold last year (or at any time in the past), but on which no development or only 
partial development has occurred remains available to accommodate forecasted growth and 
needs to be considered as part of the justification process. 

Even ifland sales did serve as a legitimate justification methodology, information provided by 
staff indicates that the land sales for industrial or related purposes actually occurred over eleven 
years (2009 to 2019) and involved only 45.32 hectares (112 acres). The remainder of the land 
sales used to justify a future 6.5 hectares (16 acres) per year absorption rate for industrial land 
was sold not for industrial or related purposes, but rather for use as residential and highway 
commercial. 

This means that the actual absorption rate based on land sales for industrial land or 
related purposes was 4.12 hectares (10.18 acres) per year, meaning only 82.4 hectares of 
land would be required over the next 20 year period, not 130 hectares as stated in the 
"Draft" report. As a result, no justification exists for the annexation even using this 
methodology, as there are 98.19 hectares of vacant industrial land identified as already 
existing within the City of Stratford by the "Draft" report. 

(Also see Appendix C - Analysis of the Justification for the Annexation as Presented) 

Results Utilizing the Provincial Justification Methodology 

Using a more standardized justification methodology consistent with the Provincial 
Projection Methodology Guideline (see Figure 2) demonstrates the inventory of vacant 
industrial land identified in the "Draft" report could accommodate 39.5 years of forecasted 
growth. This increases to 91.9 years if the proposed annexation lands are included. 
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FIGURE2 

PROVINCIAL PROJECTION METHODOLOGY GUIDELINE 
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Fundamental to the determination of the amount of employment land required to accommodate 
growth is the availability of an employment forecast broken down by anticipated sectors of 
employment. In 2017, Watson and Associates authored the City of Stratford Development 
Charges Study as part of the City's development charge review that included just such a forecast. 
Given the relatively even annual distribution of employment as forecast from early 2017 to early 
2037 by Watson and Associates, this forecast can be used as a proxy for this process. From the 
Watson and Associates forecast: 

• Unused ultimate capacity of industrial land in the City of Stratford= 4,378 new 
employees/ 488,121 square metres (5,254,100 square feet) of new industrial space as 
of early 2017 

• Net new employment (early 2017 to early 2037) = 2,279 new employees 
• Net new industrial employment (early 2017 to early 2037) = 557 new employees 
• Average annual forecasted increase in all employment categories ( early 2017 to early 

203 7) = 114 new employees per year 
• Average annual forecasted increase in the industrial category (early 2017 to early 2037) = 

28 new employees per year 

About half of all jobs can reasonably locate within industrial parks. Using this factor, which is 
consistent with the example provided in the Provincial Projection Methodology Guideline, 
approximately I, 140 of the new employees forecast over the 20 year period could be expected to 
locate within industrial parks. Based on the work by Watson and Associates, this translates into 
a demand for space in industrial parks for 57 new employees per year. 

At 57 employees per year, the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) of vacant land identified in the 
"Draft" report would represent a 39.5 year supply based on the Watson and Associates forecast. 
Adding in the Ian_ds proposed for annexation, would translate into a 91 .9 year supply. 

(Also see Appendix D - Analysis Using an Appropriate Justification Methodology) 

Where Should Future Industrial or Related Growth Occur 

The "Draft" report justifying the proposed annexation assumes no sales of employment 
land will occur over the next 20 years on the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) of vacant 
industrial lands currently within in the City of Stratford. 

After identifying the existence of98 hectares of"vacant industrial land in the City", the "Draft" 
report appears to rely on the following as justification that this 98. I 9 hectares of land can simply 
be ignored and that all of the lands required for industrial or related uses in the next 20 years as 
justified through the land absorption methodology (130 hectares) should be located outside of the 
current boundaries of the City of Stratford. This assumption is the only way the proposed 
annexation of 130 hectares (representing 100 percent of all lands needed in the next 20 years) 
can be justified. 
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'The City has reviewed its existing industrial land inventory and has confirmed 
that the development of the Annexed Lands for industrial purposes is more 
economically viable than utilizing lands currently designated for future 
employment use that are situated outside of the built boundary." 

For clarification, the built boundary represents the developed area within the City of Stratford at 
the time of the Official Plan review. There is a considerable amount of vacant industrial land 
outside the built boundary, but within the City of Stratford today. 

Justification for the annexation as noted in the quote above is not a legitimate reason for simply 
leapfrogging over vacant industrial lands and is not consistent with the provisions of the 
Provincial Policy Statement. 

Additional information was requested from City and investStratford staff to justify this 
statement. Staff had indicated that a comprehensive review of vacant industrial land had been 
undertaken and it was this review that was requested. In response, very cursory information 
(about one third ofa page in total) was provided by staff relating to six parcels. One of these 
parcels is to be brought on-line for sale as small parcels in 2020 (9.69 hectares), rendering the 
assumption that all I 30 hectares of land justified for industrial or related uses in the next 20 years 
through the land absorption methodology will occur within the annexation area somewhat 
questionable. 

Another option investigated by staff that based on staffs comments appears to be viable is 
identified as being 15 .3 hectares in size and falling within "the very high end [but apparently not 
outside] of our per acre price point". What staff fails to mention is that the development of this 
second parcel (Parcel I on the GSP Group map - see Figure 2) would provide for the extension 
of servicing required to help unlock the remainder of the lands annexed for industrial use in 2005 
( approximately 65 hectares). 

For only one of the options reviewed is any financial information provided. No land costing is 
provided for any of the options. No costing of any sort is provided for the future 
development of the lands proposed to be annexed. No indication of where services are to be 
provided from is contained in the "Draft" report. No indication of the staging sequence 
anticipated for the lands is provided. In the absence of such information, making even limited 
assessment of the accuracy of the quote above is impossible. 

Several times throughout this process it has been stated that there are no larger parcels of 
industrial land available. If Packham Road was extended westerly, there would be by my 
measurements, four parcels with road frontage exceeding 15 hectares (37.07 acres) in size, five if 
you don't exclude the area of the grain elevator from Parcel I as identified on the GSP Group 
map. These parcels are labelled as Parcels 2 through 4 and 9 on the GSP Group mapping, with 
Parcels 2 through 4 exceeding 20 hectares (49.42 acres). There is also nothing that would stop 
the amalgamation of all or combinations of Parcels I through 4, thereby providing a range of 
options over 50 hectares (123.55 acres) in size. These lands and Parcel 9 are not currently 
serviced, but neither are the proposed annexation lands. 
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The position that 130 hectares of additional land is required outside the current boundaries of the 
City of Stratford contradicts a statement by Ms. Gerber of investStratford in the August 19, 2019 
letter attached as Appendix A to the "Draft" report: 

"As required by the Provincial Policy Statement, a 20 year supply of employment 
lands would require 320 acres of inventory at current absorption rates. Based on 
current inventory, and without consideration for the difficulties of servicing and 
ownership of some of those lands, we are in deficit of 100 acres. [emphasis 
added]" 

Even assuming the vacant land inventory was accurate, that land absorption was a legitimate 
justification methodology and that the calculation determining the land absorption rate had been 
done correctly, it is unclear how the demand for additional employment land went from 
"100 acres" five months ago to "130 hectares (321.24 acres)" as part of the annexation 
proposal. 

Which Lands Should be Included in the Annexation if Justification Existed 

The "Draft" report contains no information as to why the lands proposed for annexation 
were selected over other options. No other options were even identified in the "Draft" 
report. 

The "Draft" Planning Justification Report on Page 14, Paragraph 2 states: 

"The Annexation Lands are identified by the Canadian Land Inventory as Class I 
agricultural lands, but do not meet the PPS definition of a specialty crop area. As 
the majority of Perth County is mapped as prime agricultural land, and in 
particular the lands surrounding Stratford, there is no alternative direction for a 
boundary adjustment that would avoid prime agricultural lands (Section I. 1.3.8 
c)" 

The above reference only addresses part of the test under the provisions of Section 1.1.3.8 c) of 
the Provincial Policy Statement. Subsection 1.1.3.8 c) 2) ii) states: 

"in prime agricultural areas: ... 

2. alternative locations have been evaluated, and ... 

ii. there are no reasonable alternatives on lower priority agricultural lands in 
prime agricultural areas; [emphasis added] 

I have found nothing in the publicly available information that indicates this analysis has been 
completed. 
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Additional information regarding the selection of the proposed annexation lands was requested 
from the City and investStratford, and staff responded with following two paragraphs: 

"We considered other areas around the City and found that these lands, being the 
extension of the Wright Business Park are the most appropriate for the purposes 
of annexation. investStratford's opinions are developed around the input costs 
(acquisition, land preparation, etc.) and the remaining saleable acres after roads, 
setbacks and servicing (for the purposes of estimates we use 85%). As The City 
of Stratford's pricing by-law requires a break-even price/acre - we explore 
whether the parcel provide for flexibility in layout and site planning, will the 
parcels be ideal to the market demand in size and will the associated sale 
price/acre be reasonable in the South Western Ontario market. 

The lands to the east of the 2005 annexation have a cemetery, a large hydro 
easement and are on a very steep grade - all limiting developable land and 
increasing the cost of land preparation. The lands to the south of the RBC 
development are almost all woodlot and as a result are not desirable from a 
saleability perspective. In addition to being a natural extension of the Wright 
Business Park, the lands proposed for annexation provide rail access and direct 
proximity to Highway 7 - we felt both were desirable." 

No financial or servicing analysis is provided. Neither is a listing of the specific selection 
criteria used, weighting of the selection criteria or any associated scoring for the various options. 

The explanation for excluding the lands to the west of the 2005 annexation lands is not 
convincing. Having visited the site, it appears to be a remarkably flat piece ofland to be 
described as being on a "steep grade". In fact, the grade on the proposed annexation lands 
appears steeper throughout the middle section than on the lands to the west of the 2005 
annexation lands. The cemetery referenced is only 0.26 hectares in size and is located on the 
north easterly comer of the su_bject lands directly adjacent to lands previously zoned industrial 
following the 2005 annexation. A historic cemetery is not a use that is incompatible with 
industrial development. The hydro easements in question are located in such a manner so as to 
have relatively minimal impact on development of the site overall and Highway 7 could be 
accessed through the Wright Business Park via an extension to Packham Road. These lands are 
also a far more natural extension of the Wright Business Park than the proposed annexation 
lands. 

No weight at all was apparently given to two key considerations, that development of these lands 
to the west of the 2005 annexation lands would begin to unlock the 2005 annexation lands for 
development from a servicing perspective, and that the inclusion of these lands would provide 
for a myriad of potential lot configurations on almost 160 contiguous hectares of land, far 
exceeding the 111.17 ha on Parcel 2 of the proposed annexation that is also encumbered by an 
approximately 4 hectare woodlot. 

In accordance with a notation on the map by GSP Group illustrating the location of the 98 
hectares (242 acres) forwarded to me by investStratford staff(see Figure 2), there appears to 
exist a planning justification report prepared by GSP Group in November 2019 that applied to 
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3510 and 3516 Road 119, Highway 7. 3510 Road I 19, Highway 7 is part of Parcel 2 as 
proposed by the City for annexation. I have requested a copy of this report, but as of the writing 
of this letter the City has yet to provide it. 

Conclusions 

No justification for the proposed annexation exists under the provisions of the Provincial 
Policy Statement. 

Using a methodology consistent with the Provincial Projection Methodology Guideline 
demonstrates that industrial land within the City of Stratford contains almost double the capacity 
required over the next 20 years, even when just considering the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) 
identified as vacant industrial land in the "Draft" report. The calculation on which this 
conclusion is based assumes no intensification on any partially developed land or any 
development on vacant land (such as the "sold" and "reserved" land in the Wright Business 
Park) not included in the 98.19 hectares. 

The only conceivable justification for locating future development on the proposed annexation 
lands is the need to access a railway line, and only then if it involved a legitimate requirement 
associated with a proposed use rising to the level of Provincial interest, as it is Provincial policy 
that needs to be circumvented in order to justify any portion of the annexation. Even this would 
only be acceptable if no other means such as the extension of a spur line to other industrial lands 
located inside the current City boundary could be found. I found no record in the information 
made available through this process that indicates a situation meriting extenuating circumstances 
exists, or that any analysis of this nature occurred. Even if such a potential use was waiting in the 
wings, there would be no basis for any lands beyond the lands required for such a use to be 
included ·in the annexation. 

Even if extenuating circumstances exist that create a Provincial level interest in this matter 
sufficient to warrant circumvention of the Province's guidelines on how to implement the 
Provincial Policy Statement, there were better ways to go about this process. In the absence of 
some reasonable explanation, the statement that a 130 hectare annexation is needed to meet 
the demands of employment growth over the next 20 years is simply without merit 
considering the employment forecast contained in the Watson and Associates report and 
the amount of vacant industrial land that exists in the City of Stratford. 

If an overriding Provincial interest warrants consideration of some or all of the lands subject to 
the amalgamation, the public needs to clearly understand the nature of this Provincial interest, 
the potential benefits to the local community, and the broader public interest in what is being 
proposed. They need the opportunity to participate in a properly informed manner. This doesn't 
mean they need to be privy to confidential information, but there needs to be a coherent context 
established for the decisions being made when such information cannot be shared or you risk 
losing the trust of the public and other public agencies. This was clearly not done in this case. 

The public also needs to be assured that the actions proposed are not arbitrary (the selection of 
which and how much lands to expand onto) and that there are planning measures that can be 
implemented as part of this process to ensure appropriate staging and interim use of the land 
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prior to its longer termed proposed use for industrial development. This is critical. because it 
provides assurance to the public that no matter what the outcome of behind the scene processes. 
it will not simply result in large scale premature consumption oragricultural land or unnecessary 
destruction of cnv ironmcntal fraturcs. The public needs to kno11 there me mechanisms in place 
lo ensure any damage done if the venture driving the amalgamation (loesn · t \\·ork out as intended 
is minimized to the greatest extent possible. 

Appendix E provides recommendations to address future planning and development of the 
site should the amalganrntion process continue. 

//
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APPENDIX A 

CHRONOLOGY AND ANALYSIS OF THE PUBLIC PROCESS TO DATE/ TO COME 

The following is a chronology of key dates in the processing of the proposed boundary 
expansion / amalgamation: 

December 16, 2019 - Notice of intent to hold a Public Meeting approved by City Council 

December 19, 2019 - Notice of January 16, 2020 Public Meeting posted 

January 15, 2020 - "Draft" Report becomes available 

January I 6, 2020 - Public Meeting 

January 20, 2020 - Deadline for public comments 

January 23, 2020 - Consideration by Perth County Council scheduled, but cancelled 

January 24, 2020 - New January 31, 2020 public commenting deadline announced 
- Public Meeting Minutes and Questions and Answers document released 

January 31, 2020 - Staff report recommending approval posted on-line (before 5:00 pm) 

January 31, 2020 - Second deadline for public submission of comments (before 11 :59 pm) 

February 4, 2020 - City of Stratford Council consideration of proposed annexation 

February 6, 2020 - County of Perth Council consideration of proposed annexation 

February 6, 2020 - Township of Perth South Council consideration of proposed annexation 

As of the writing of this report, the "Draft" Planning Justification Report intended to provide the 
technical analysis supporting the proposed annexation has yet to be finalized. No staff report 
available to the public has gone to City of Stratford Council relating to the proposed municipal 
boundary adjustment/ annexation, prior to the report recommending approval posted today. The 
first public record of this process appears to be the notice of intent to hold a Public Meeting 
approved by City of Stratford Council on December 16, 2019. As a result, if the vote goes 
forward as scheduled, an annexation for the stated purpose of facilitating industrial uses over the 
next 20 years will have gone from initiation in the public forum to final vote being taken by City 
of Stratford Council in 50 days. For only 17 of those days was the "draft report available to the 
public. 

The deadline for public comments to be received is 11 :59 pm on January 31, 2020. This leaves 
very little opportunity for City of Stratford staff and Councillors to consider public comments 
prior to such an important decision being made four days later. 
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APPENDIXB 

VA CANT LAND INVENTORY 

Virtually the only infonnation made available to the broader public relating to vacant industrial 
land inventories is that approximately 242 acres of vacant industrial land exists, much of this 
land is constrained, and that "50 acres are serviced and shovel-ready". 

Under a section titled "Requests for Additional infonnation", the Questions and Answers 
document states: 

5. "Request map of242 acres of vacant land and provide comprehensive review of 
existing lands. 

Please see the planning justification report." 

This information does not exist in the "Draft" Planning Justification Report prepared by 
Harrington McA van Ltd. 

The source of the 242 acres appears to be a map prepared by GSP Group (see Figure 1) as part of 
a Planning Justification Report (November 2019) relating to 3510 and 3516 Road 119, Highway 
7. This map was provided to me by staff from investStratford. Unfortunately, the map is not an 
entirely accurate reflection of the overall inventory of vacant industrial land in the City of 
Stratford. 

A review of the infonnation provided, the City's Official Plan and Zoning By-law, aerial 
photography and site visits has identified that additional vacant industrial land exists that is not 
included in the mapping of the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) by GSP Group. Granted some land 
is tough to service or gain access to, but others are readily available to accommodate future 
employees in the City of Stratford. These include vacant parcels that have already been sold or 
is being held as "reserved" in the Wright Business Park. The exclusion of this land from the 
inventory illustrates well the dichotomy between the two methodologies. In the City and 
investStratford's world, once the land is sold or reserved it is gone. It no longer counts. In the 
world of detennining land required to accommodate forecasted employment, that land is no 
different than land that hasn't been sold yet. 

Parcels I through 4 on the GSP Group Map 

In reviewing the GSP Group map, there appear to be some issues relating to Parcels I through 4. 
These parcels combined with a woodlot of approximately 1. 7 ha in size constituted the lands 
subject to 2005 annexation for industrial purposes. The 2005 annexation lands are described in 
the "Draft" report as being 83.2 hectares (205.6 acres) in size. The lands remain vacant other 
than for formerly existing uses. The individual parcels from the 2005 annexation as identified on 
the GSP Group map were measured using aerial photography and compared with the 
measurements provided on the map. The results are as follows: 
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Parcel Aerial Photogra[!hy GSP Grou[! Mal! Variance 
Parcel I 15.60 ha 10.05 ha 5.55 ha 
Parcel 2 23.00 ha 22.62 ha 0.38 ha 
Parcel 3 21.00 ha 15.03 ha 5.97 ha 
Parcel 4 20.30 ha 12.!0ha 8.20 ha 
Total 79.90 ha 59.80 ha 20.10 ha 

In response to a query regarding the discrepancy, investStratford staff responded as follows: 

"There is a large hydro easement on one property, and ongoing farming operations 
on the other two." 

There are actually on-going farm operations on all four parcels, so I assume it is the existence of 
buildings that creates this constraint. Parcel I on the GSP map has a grain elevator occupying 
approximately 2.32 hectares whereas the variance is 5.55 hectares. There appears to be no other 
constraints. 

To explain the 5.97 hectare variance between the measurements on Parcel 3, the hydro easements 
would have to be approximately 65 metres wide with no possibility of any uses within the 
easements. I have no knowledge as to the actual width of the easements, but to put 65 metres 
into context, that is approximately double the width of the standard cleared area under the same 
hydro lines as they proceed through woodlots further to the east. I would also note that in some 
portions of the Wright Business Park that parking has been pennitted within the rights of way. 
This is consistent with my experiences in the Region of Waterloo. 

The variance in Parcel 4 of 8.2 hectares is noted as being an ongoing farm operation. I assume 
this is intended to reflect the landscape company located on this property. I would respectfully 
suggest that it is highly unlikely that this property wouldn't be purchased and redeveloped as a 
whole. 

Several parcels of vacant land are identified on the City of Stratford website as remaining for 
sale in the Wright Industrial Park, yet these lands are not included in the 98.19 hectares (242.63 
acres) of vacant industrial land on the mapping of vacant inventory. In the Questions and 
Answers document, it states there are 50 acres of serviced and shovel-ready lands 
available. Staff has indicated all of the 50 acres of shovel ready land is included in the 98.19 
hectares (242.63 acres) inventory. The City lands remaining "for sale" or "reserved" in the 
Wright Business Park are assumed to be "serviced and shovel ready" but are not included in the 
98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) inventory. 

It is impossible to ascertain from the materials provided precisely how much vacant industrial 
land exists in the City of Stratford, but given the various issues with the mapping noted above, it 
can be stated with some certainty that there is more than the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) 
identified in the "Draft" report. 

For some guidance as to the potential capacity of the vacant industrial lands to accommodate 
future employment uses, reference was made to the 20 I7 City of Stratford Development Charge 
Background Study by Watson and Associates. On Schedule 10a of the 2017 Study, Watson and 
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Associates identify an unused capacity of 4,378 employees on existing industrial lands. As 
shown on Schedule I0c of this Study, based on 1,200 square feet per industrial employee 
assumption (reasonable in my experiences) this translates into a potential to accommodate an 
additional 488,121 square metres (5,254, I 00 square feet) of new industrial space on lands zoned 
industrial in the City of Stratford as of early 2017. 
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APPENDIX C 

ANALYSIS OF THE JUSTIFICATION FOR THE ANNEXATION AS PRESENTED 

Both the "Draft" report and presentations at the Public Meeting attempt(ed) to justify the need 
for additional lands to meet demand for employment uses over the next 20 years based on 
historical private and public land sales. As stated on page 27, paragraph 5 in the summary of the 
report: 

"The current amount of vacant industrial land in the City is approximately 98 
hectares (242 acres) which is not sufficient at the current rate of absorption of 6.5 
hectares ( 16 acres) per year." 

The term "absorption" as used above means sold. 

Justification for the expansion of a settlement area for employment purposes is not based on land 
sales. It is instead based on the capacity of the land designated for employment purposes to 
accommodate forecasted employment. Land that was sold last year (or at any time in the past), 
but on which no development or only partial development has occurred remains available to 
accommodate forecasted growth and needs to be considered as part of the justification process. 
There is no information provided that indicates the extent to which the "6.5 hectares" per year 
has actually been utilized. I suspect that some of this is currently vacant land marked as "sold" 
within the Wright Industrial Park on the City of Stratford website. The fact it was recently sold 
has little if any relevance to the justification process relating to settlement expansions. 

Figure 2 attached to this report is a copy of Table 4.6 - Calculating Employment Land 
Requirements taken from the Provincial Projection Methodology Guideline prepared to help 
guide the implementation of Provincial polices relating to settlement area expansions. It 
illustrates the nature of the analysis to be undertaken as part of the justification process in parts 
of the Province not subject to a Provincial Growth Plan. It includes no component related to 
land sales. 

I would also note that even if land sales were a legitimate justification, based on the information 
provided in the Questions and Answers document the rationale behind the 16 acres per year 
absorption rate is flawed. The 164 acres of land sales over what is implied as being the most 
recent ten-year period includes 52 acres of land that was converted from industrial land to 
residential and highway commercial. This is not absorption of land for industrial or related 
purposes and is not a predictor of future industrial land needs unless it is intended that the 
proposed annexation lands be allowed to convert to residential and/or highway commercial uses. 
There has been no indication of this intent at either the Public Meeting or through any documents 
released to date. 

The City sold the land used for the future RBC data centre to Global Holdings Realty Ltd in 
2009, meaning that if this land sale was going to be used in justifying additional lands based on 
recent land sales, the denominator used in the calculation should be eleven years (2009 to 2019), 
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not ten (20 IO to 2019). InvestStratford staff confirmed the use of the 2009 to 20 I 9 timeframe for 
this analysis two days ago. 

Making these adjustments, the actual absorption rate based on land sales for industrial purposes 
is (66.37 hectares (164 acres) of identified land sales- 21.04 hectares (52 acres) sold for 
residential and highway commercial purposes)/ 11 years= 4.12 hectares ( 10.18 acres) per year, 
not the 6.47 hectares (16 acres per year) identified in the Questions and Answers document. 

A land sale absorption rate of 4.12 hectares (10.18 acres) per year over the 20 year planning 
horizon identified for the annexation would result in the need for 82.4 hectares (203.6 acres), 
significantly less than 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) of vacant industrial land noted in the "Draft" 
report. 
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APPENDIXD 

ANALYSIS USING AN APPROPRIATE JUSTIFICATION METHODOLOGY 

Fundamental to the detennination of the amount of employment land required to accommodate 
growth is the availability of an employment forecast broken down by anticipated sectors of 
employment. In 2017, Watson and Associates authored the City of Stratford Development 
Charges Study as part of the City's development charge review. Watson and Associates is well 
qualified to undertake such a review. The forecasted average annual employment increases from 
early 2017 to early 2037 remain relatively stable, meaning that this forecast can reasonably be 
used as a proxy for the 20 year time period that is the subject of the proposed annexation. 

From the Watson and Associates forecast: 

• Net new employment ( early 2017 to early 203 7) =2,279 new employees 
• Net new industrial employment (early 2017 to early 2037) =557 new employees 
• Average annual forecasted increase in all employment categories ( early 2017 to early 

203 7) = 114 new employees per year 
• Average annual forecasted increase in the industrial category (early 2017 to early 2037) = 

28 new employees per year 

As noted earlier in this report, the Watson and Associates Study identified a potential remaining 
capacity on the existing industrial lands of 4,378 new employees/ 488,121 square metres 
(5,254,100 square feet) of new industrial space as of early 2017. 

About half of all jobs can reasonably locate within industrial parks. Using this factor, which is 
consistent with the example provided in the Provincial Projection Methodology Guideline (see 
Figure 2), approximately 1,140 of the new employees forecast over the 20 year period from early 
2017 to early 2037 by Watson and Associates could be expected to locate within industrial parks. 
This translates into a demand for space in industrial parks for 57 new employees per year. 

Vacant Industrial Land 

In determining the capacity of new areas developing as industrial land, a gross to net factor is 
applied to detennine how much of the land will actually become industrial lots. The City of 
Stratford uses a 0.85 gross to net factor, meaning 85 percent of the land will end up as part of the 
industrial lots, while the remaining 15 percent ends up being used for roads, stormwater 
management ponds, and other such uses. 

The other key factor in detennining the capacity of industrial lands is the anticipated average 
number of employees per hectare that will ultimately work on the parcels. The City uses an 
average density of27 employees per hectare for industrial lands. 

Applying the 0.85 gross to net factor and the 27 average employees per hectare density to the 
98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) of vacant land identified in the "Draft" report results in capacity 
for 2,253 new employees. 
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(98.19 hectares x 0.85 gross to net conversion factor x 27 average employees per 
hectare) = capacity for 2,253 new employees 

At 57 employees per year as calculated above, the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) of vacant land 
identified in the "Draft" Planning Justification Report would represent a 39.5 year supply. 

Vacant Industrial Land AND the Lands Subject to the Annexation Proposal 

Adding the proposed annexation area into the calculation results in space for 5,237 new 
employees versus a demand of I, 140 

(98.19 hectares + 130 hectares) x 0.85 gross to net factor x an average of 27 
employees per hectare= space for 5,237 new employees 

Assuming no intensification occurs on any other existing industrial land and using a demand rate 
of 57 new employees per year as noted above, the 228. I 9 hectares (563.87 acres) of vacant 
industrial land, combined with the proposed annexation lands would translate into a 91.9 year 
supply. 

capacity for 5,237 new employees/ 57 new employees per year= 91.9 year 
supply 
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APPENDIX E 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 

If extenuating circumstances exist that create a Provincial interest in this matter sufficient to 
warrant contravention of the Province's guidelines on how to implement the Provincial Policy 
Statement, there are a number of things that would be appropriate to consider in planning for the 
development of the lands proposed for annexation. 

• The amount of land brought in through the annexation should be limited to the area 
ofland required by the specific industry. 

It is not always necessary to provide additional land in immediate proximity to the use 
creating the extenuating circumstances. As an example, a large industry recently 
proposed to purchase approximately 50 hectares (123.5 acre) of land near Guelph that 
was designated and zoned as rural employment area. There was limited additional vacant 
industrial or employment land available near the proposed facility for suppliers or spin
off industries and discussions with the County of Wellington Planning Department 
indicated this didn't seem to be an issue. 

There are plenty of options on already designated land for additional related industries to 
operate from, if in fact opportunities arise to attract such companies. This annexation 
should not be taken as an opportunity to simply leapfrog over other designated and zoned 
lands. 

• Policies should be established to prohibit breaking up of farm parcels within the 
area of the annexation into pieces less than 10 hectares (25 acres in size) with half 
the land being held in parcels of20 hectares (50 acres). 

If the justification ultimately provided for this proposed annexation is that these lands are 
intended to meet a missing niche in the marketplace for large parcels, then official plan 
policies should be used to ensure it is used as intended. The statement that it is needed to 
provide one to three acre parcels is simply not credible when there is almost a 40 year 
supply of vacant land based on the Watson and Associates forecast within the 98.19 
hectares (242.63 acres) of vacant industrial land identified in the "Draft" report. 

Failure to create such policies usually results in revolving door syndrome. There are no 
big industrial parcels for sale, so more agricultural land is brought into the urban area to 
create an inventory of such lands. Then after a few years, these parcels get broken up, 
not because small parcels are necessarily needed, but rather because the owner doesn't 
want to hold on to the land for the extended period of time sometimes necessary for the 
purchasers of large parcels to come along. This creates a situation where there are no 
more large industrial parcels. Repeat. 

No land from the 83.2 hectare (205.6 acre) 2005 annexation for industrial use, including 
three parcels in excess of 20 hectares, appear to have been utilized 15 years later. 
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In my time at the Region of Waterloo (25 years), I can only recall two parcels of land of 
more than 20 hectares in size being sold to accommodate an industrial or related use, a 
parcel of approximately 40 hectares (JOOacres) for the Loblaws warehouse, and just over 
20 hectares (50 acres) for Challenger Motor Freight. 

Another potential alternative to help address the transition from a municipally led 
industrial land sales system to a private sector one that inevitably occurs as cities grow, is 
the creation of the annexation lands with a policy framework similar to the Region of 
Waterloo's Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve lands. While the creation of smaller 
parcels is generally prohibited, there is the ability to break up one of the larger parcels 
should a verifiable critical near-term shortage of smaller lots occurs. 

• Any development should be on full municipal services. 

Private wells or communal wastewater treatment systems should not be permitted. 

• Consideration should be given to staging the development of these lands so as to 
preserve the existing environmental area for a long as possible. 

If the longer term demand for the additional land fails to materialize, staging so as to 
avoid the woodlot in the early phases of development would stop the needless destruction 
of this environmental area. Replacement efforts, however, should commence 
immediately so that if the woodlot is eventually removed later in the staging of this 
development, the replacement trees will actually have had time to grow to a decent size 
before the woodlot is removed. In a time where communities are learning just how badly 
we all need to address climate change, this would be a prudent step to take. 

• The development should be staged so as to provide immediate access onto Highway 
7 as opposed to focusing all of the traffic associated with the development out onto 
Perth Line 29. 

Starting at Highway 7 and developing westward would allow for the initial servicing of 
the site to also immediately make services available to Parcel 9 on the GSP Group map 
and Parcel I of the proposed annexation. This has been stated as a key benefit related to 
the annexation proposal. 

• If a spur line is required to service the initial industry, the extension of the spur line 
through to the easterly side of the site would permit an east to west staging and 
would ensure access to a spur line is also available for future industries that end up 
locating in the large parcel industrial park. 

This would ensure the maximum benefit for the community is potentially derived from 
this process. Allowing the initial industry to border the existing railway tracks throughout 
the length of the railway adjacent to the area would restrict access by other industries. 
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Tatiana Dafoe 

From: Margaret Vincent 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 11 :06 PM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 
Cc: ; 'Tim Halliday' 
Subject: [External Email] Annexation Response from PCFA Jan 31, 2020 
Attachments: Proposed Annexation Response from PCFA Jan 31 2020.pdf 

Please accept the attached document as a response from the Perth County Federation of Agriculture to correspondence 
from Jan. 30, 2020 regarding the proposed annexation between Stratford & Perth South. 
Please contact either Tim Halliday or Sue Shafer of PCFA should there be any questions. 

Thank you, 

Margaret Vincent 
i\kmber Sl!r. ice Representative 
Huron, Perth 

Ontario Federation of Agriculture 
Ontario AgriCentre 
Suite 206 - 100 Stone Road West 
Guelph, ON NI G 5L3 

1 



: I : President 
Tim Halliday','P~~mty 1 

. I r~()\1orAgriculture 

Phone 519-229-8866 Or 1-866-829-8866 
Office Administrator 

Email perthcountyfedofag@gmail.com Sue Shafer
www.perthcountyfarmers.ca 

January 31, 2020 

Re: Proposed Annexation of land between the City of Stratford, the County of Perth, and 
the Township of Perth South 

The Perth County Federation of Agriculture (PCFA) represents the unique farming interests of 
Perth County farmers. After 75 years, we are proud to represent over 1,700 farming families in 
Perth County. 

PCF A believes the protection of prime agricultural land for agricultural use is of paramount 
importance. 

Thank you for responding to our questions, unfortunately this response does not answer our 
concerns. Further clarification is necessary. 

•Regarding the City of Stratford's current inventory of industrial lands, including land in 
development, and land yet to be developed. You reference current companies' expansion plans, 
investStratford·s effort reviewing options, and identit~·ing lands for acquisition, and land being 
used for providing services. Your answer indicates what land is still available for purchase. This 
does not show what lands are owned by other companies not yet developed 

•It is encouraging to note that the current "brownfield" areas that are within current City 
boundaries are being marketed (23 acres) or are privately owned (3.2acres). To clarify there are 
at least 23 acres of --brownfield land .. still available for development 0 

•ls there currently a timeline for this land being developed'' Unanswered. 

•The clarification of the sizes of industrial lots for interested parties is helpful. However, we are 
interested in what specific types of industries are being sought on the properties referenced in the 
proposal? 

•Current industrial areas have substantial '·green space .. on their properties. What percentage of 
property is required to accommodate --green space ..0 Is there opportunity to develop properties 
more densely, to reduce land being removed from production? Unanswered which leaves us to 
believe the city has no environmental plan to require intensification. 

Thi:! Perth County Federation of..lgriculture represents r'OOflmnersjfom Path Count_i:. Perth County has over 

./98.159 acres (djt!rtile land and produces more agricu/Jural oulplll than../ other provinces combined Perth County 

farmers production include daily products, chicken. eggs. beef pork. grains. sheep and vegetah!es Perth Count_v 

farmers pride themselres of being stewards of the environment. 

www.perthcountyfarmers.ca
mailto:perthcountyfedofag@gmail.com


•Regarding drainage you state that appropriate drainage accompanies development, and that 
adjacent properties will not have a drainage impact. Will drainage be serviced through the City 
of Stratford, or via a municipal drain in Perth South 0 

•Regarding Minimum Distance Setback requirements, we appreciate that the MDS formulae will 
be respected. We need information on what mitigation efforts would be used to support the pre
existing farm businesses. 

•We are familiar with the Farming and Food Production Protection Act, 1998 (FFPPA), and the 
functions of the Normal Farm Practices Protection Board (NFPPBJ. Our question was "what 
efforts will be taken to support Normal Farm Practices"? We require more than recognition of 
the importance of farmland in the area and acknowledgement of Normal Farm Practices 
existence. 

•The proposal mentions agreements between the City of Stratford, the Municipality of Perth 
South, and the County Perth. How often will these agreements be reviewed and renewed? It is 
concerning that there are no plans for possible reviews in the future. 

•You have provided no answer for how infrastructure upgrades for Line 29 will be managed in 
the future. 

• Does the Municipality of Perth South or the County of Perth have the cumulative values 
of productive agricultural land lost in their respective area? If they do, what are those 
values. for example acres/year, or acres in the last 5, I 0, and 20 years 9 Unanswered 

• What are the plans or policies in place to better limit the loss of prime agricultural land'' 

Perth County is a leader with over 498,000 acres of Agricultural land being utilized by farm 
operations. With boundaries adjacent to the Greater Golden Horseshoe, Perth County agriculture 
is being exposed to development '·leapfrogging'' over the Green Belt. Perth County, its lower tier 
members, and the cities of Stratford and St. Marys must prioritize the saving of agriculture land 
during planning. 

In addition the PCFA must go on record to: 

I. Object to the short notice received by everyone. Additionally, the time to review a "draft 
planning justification report'' which appeared only shortly before the public meeting was not 
sut1icient for these technical answers. It is deeply concerning that the city and its partner 
municipalities seem to have made up their mind and have provided no real avenue for input. 

2. We categorically object to the addition of the subject lands being added to the City of 
Stratford. 

PCFA would like to receive answers and clarifications in writing for the inquiries above. 

We also wish to remind our municipalities that without fulsome and aggressive planning 
designed to preserve farmland above all; we will fail in this important task for the future. 
We have calculated that 1540 acres of farmland have been lost to the city of Stratford in the last 

20 years. We see no evidence of that planning. (attachment I) 
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We ask that the municipalities remember that doing what is right is not always the easiest or 
cheapest option. 

!fun .7fal'fidalf, :J're.,tilettl 

Perth County Federation of Agriculture 

www.perthcountvfarmers.ca 

Attachment 1/page 5 oft he Planning .Justifirntion Report Jan ]0]0, Harrington AkArnn ltd.) 

Year of Annexation Purpose Area in Hectares 
(acres) 

2001 Northeast Secondary Plan 84.2 ha (208.1 acres) 

2004 Stratford West Secondary 
Plan 

130.6 ha (322. 7 acres) 

2005 Northeast Secondary Plan 57.4 ha (141.8 acres) 
2007 Stratford West Secondary 

Plan 
126.5 ha (312.6 acres) 

2011 Residential 38.4 ha (94.8 acres) 
2016 Residential/ Commercial 16.0 ha (39.5 acres) 
2019 Residential/ Commercial 20.0 ha (49.4 acres) 
Subtotal Residential 473.1 ha (1,169 acres) 

2003 Employment 45.6 ha (112.8 acres) 
2005 Employment 83.2 ha (205.6 acres) 
2006 Employment 21.6 ha (53.4 acres) 
Subtotal Employment 150.4 ha (371.6 acres) 

TOTAL 623.5 ha (1,540.7 
acres) 
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Tatiana Dafoe 

From: Katie Gibb 

Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 10:36 PM 
To: rclothier@perthsouth.ca; lwolfe@perthcounty.ca; Tatiana Dafoe; James Gibb 

Subject: [External Email] Jamie Gibb's Submission January 31 
Attachments: Jamie Gibb Annexation Cover Letter.pd/; Gibb Report - EBY GMPS - Stratford 

Annexation.pd/ 

Dear Ms. Dafoe, 

please find attached my cover letter and report regarding the proposed annexation of Perth South lands. 

Jamie Gibb 



January 31, 2020 

Tatiana Dafoe 
Acting Clerk 
City of Stratford 

Dear Ms. Dafoe 

Re: Proposed Annexation of Land by the City of Stratford from Perth County/ Township of Perth South 

Please find attached a letter report from Kevin Eby of EBY Growth Management Planning Services Ltd. 
that should be considered as part of my submission of comments relating to the proposed annexation. 
also wish to make the following points for the Various Councils' consideration. 

• Public Trust: this process has been flawed from the beginning with little opportunity for the public 

to provide informed comments; 

• It is unclear to us, members of the public, what level of information Councillors have been provided 

as part of this process. If it is the same information that has been made public, it is unclear how you 

can possibly make informed decisions this coming week as the information provided to us is 

insufficient to understand the nature of the issues and possible implications on the communities; 

• This annexation should not be predicated on a "Draft" planning justification report that is 

incomplete, contains inaccuracies, and does not meet provincial guidelines or good planning 

practices; 

• Public stakeholders have had their voices devalued in this project; 

o If the municipalities had gone about this in a proper way, they likely would have had less 

opposition from me; 

o This is a public process that appears to be masking its true intent from the public. I feel like 

I'm in a conversation with a small group of people have an objective relating to this 

annexation process that they aren't sharing with the public; 

• We need to make wise use of limited resources rather than moving out onto prime agriculture land 

when other industrial zoned lands are available; 

• This project appears to be industrial leapfrogging or industrial sprawl; 

• Line 29 is an excellent hard boundary. Keep urban development tight and infill until they have 

utilized all available lands inside their boundaries; 

• I am disappointed that planning and engineering staff from the City and County have not appeared 

to be the point people on bringing this proposal forward. Their professional input and advice would 

have assisted me in better understanding some of the issues. 

Please be advised I wish to go on the record as strongly opposing this proposed annexation. 

Jamie Gibb 



Growth Management Planning Services Ltd 
69 Dunbar Road South, Waterloo, Ontario N2l2E2 
Phone: 226 929-0080 

January3 I. 2020 

Jamie Gibb 

Second Report - City of Stratford 
Review of Proposed Annexation of Lands for Employment Purposes 

Dear Mr. Gibb 

I ha,·c no\\· had the opportunity to attend the public meeting and review all the currently 
available materials related to the proposal by the City of Stratford to adjust its municipal 
boundary through annexation of I30 hectares (321.24 acres) of land from the County of Perth/ 
Tom1ship of Perth South. Justification for the proposed annexation is contained in a ··Dralt 
Planning Justification Report" prepared by Harrington McAvan Ltd .. dated January 2020 (the 
--Draft" report). Some additional infomiation requested has also been provided by City of 
Stratford and investStratford staff. 

!'lease find below comments relating to the proposed annexation provided under the following 
h~adings: 

• Process 
• Vacant Industrial Land Inventory 
• Justification Presented 
• Results Utilizing the Provincial Justification Methodology 
• Where Should Future Industrial Land or Related Growth Occur 
• \Vhich Lands Should be Included in the Annexation iLlustilication Existed 
• Conclusions 

Additional supporting inl'ormation is provided in Figures 1and 2. and Appendices A through E 
as n:krern;ed in the report. 

Process 

The process to date has provided nry limited opportunity for the public to respond with 
informed comments relating lo the proposed annexation. 

The time line proposed also pro1·ides little time for staff and the rnrious Councils (particularly 
Ci tv of Stratford Council) t,1 consider written submissions from the public prior to making 
dl.;l.'.isions. 

(Also see Appendix A- Chronology and Analysis of the Public Process to Date I to Come) 



Vacant Industrial Land Inventory 

The "Draft" report fails to provide the basic information required to determine future 
industrial land needs. 

There is no employment forecast for the 20 year time period associated with the annexation 
proposal. There is no anticipated average employee per hectare density for the industrial lands 
identified. There is no mapping of the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) vacant employment land 
inventory identified in the "Draft" report, despite the Questions and Answers document directing 
the public to this document for such a map. 

Incorrect information relating to the 98.19 hectares (242 acres) inventory was also provided. 
Staff at the public meeting (see the Minutes of the Public Meeting) and in the Questions and 
Answers document state(d) that sports fields and stormwater management ponds are included in 
the 242 acre vacant employment land inventory identified in the "Draft" report. This implies that 
not even all of the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) are available for development. There are no 
sports fields or stormwater management ponds on these lands. This was acknowledged by 
investStratford staff two days ago. 

Even a cursory review of the vacant industrial lands in the City of Stratford demonstrates that 
this number represents only a subset of the overall inventory, with a significant amount of other 
vacant industrial lands being excluded from consideration in the process of determining future 
land needs. For example, despite being anticipated to accommodate future development, vacant 
lands identified as being "for sale" or "reserved" in the Wright Business Park are not considered 
in determining whether additional lands are required to accommodate employment growth over 
the next 20 years. 

Additional information shared directly with me by City and investStratford staff, including 
mapping of the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) (see Figure I) has helped resolve some of these 
issues, but issues relating to the vacant industrial land inventory remain outstanding. 

I was also surprised to see the Questions and Answers document list privately-owned along with 
other constraints to development of industrial lands (see answer to: What does the 242 acres of 
vacant industrial land in the City include?). It is often land being sold by municipalities that is a 
constraint. Artificially holding down market land prices through municipal sales priced at-cost
recovery constrains a significant amount of the private lands from becoming competitive in the 
marketplace. This ultimately limits choice for the consumer and han1pers the overall 
competitiveness of the City of Stratford. There are many things that drive business locational 
choices. Cheap land is actually not very high on the scale of considerations from previous 
research I have looked at. If it was, all businesses would be locating anywhere but in big cities. 

(Also see Appendix B - Vacant Industrial Land Inventory) 
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FIGURE I 

CSP GROUP MAP or VACANT INDUSTRIAL LAND 
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Justification Presented 

The "Draft report uses a methodology that is not consistent with the Provincial Projection 
Methodology Guideline or general planning practice for determining the need for new 
employment lands. 

The "Draft" report uses an annual land absorption rate (based on private and public land sales of 
industrial land) as the basis for justifying the annexation. There is no documentation or even a 
time frame presented in the "Draft" report with which to understand the basis for the absorption 
rate used. There is so little information relating to this that the first and only reference in the 
body of the "Draft" report to the absorption rate used to justify the annexation is in the second 
last paragraph in the "Summary and Conclusions" section and this simply says: "The current 
amount of vacant industrial land in the City is approximately 98 hectares (242 acres) which is not 
sufficient at the current rate of absorption of 6.5 hectares (16 acres) per year." 

Justification for the expansion of a settlement area for employment purposes is n9t based on land 
sales. It is instead based on the capacity of the land to accommodate forecasted employment. 
Land that was sold last year (or at any time in the past), but on which no development or only 
partial development has occurred remains available to accommodate forecasted growth and 
needs to be considered as part of the justification process. 

Even if land sales did serve as a legitimate justification methodology, information provided by 
staff indicates that the land sales for industrial or related purposes actually occurred over eleven 
years (2009 to 2019) and involved only 45.32 hectares (112 acres). The remainder of the land 
sales used to justify a future 6.5 hectares (I 6 acres) per year absorption rate for industrial land 
was sold not for industrial or related purposes, but rather for use as residential and highway 
commercial. 

This means that the actual absorption rate based on land sales for industrial land or 
related purposes was 4.12 hectares (10.18 acres) per year, meaning only 82.4 hectares of 
land would be required over the next 20 year period, not 130 hectares as stated in the 
"Draft" report. As a result, no justification exists for the annexation even using this 
methodology, as there are 98.19 hectares of vacant industrial land identified as already 
existing within the City of Stratford by the "Draft" report. 

(Also see Appendix C -Analysis of the Justification for the Annexation as Presented) 

Results Utilizing the Provincial Justification Methodology 

Using a more standardized justification methodology consistent with the Provincial 
Projection Methodology Guideline (see Figure 2) demonstrates the inventory of vacant 
industrial land identified in the "Draft" report could accommodate 39.5 years of forecasted 
growth. This increases to 91.9 years if the proposed annexation lands are included. 
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FIGURE2 

PROVINCIAL PROJECTION METHODOLOGY GUIDELINE 
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Fundamental to the determination of the amount of employment land required to accommodate 
growth is the availability of an employment forecast broken down by anticipated sectors of 
employment. In 2017, Watson and Associates authored the City of Stratford Development 
Charges Study as part of the City's development charge review that included just such a forecast. 
Given the relatively even annual distribution of employment as forecast from early 2017 to early 
2037 by Watson and Associates, this forecast can be used as a proxy for this process. From the 
Watson and Associates forecast: 

• Unused ultimate capacity of industrial land in the City of Stratford =4,378 new 
employees/ 488,121 square metres (5,254,100 square feet) of new industrial space as 
of early 2017 

• Net new employment (early 2017 to early 2037) = 2,279 new employees 
• Net new industrial employment (early 2017 to early 2037) = 557 new employees 
• Average annual forecasted increase in all employment categories ( early 2017 to early 

203 7) = 114 new employees per year 
• Average annual forecasted increase in the industrial category (early 2017 to early 2037) = 

28 new employees per year 

About half of all jobs can reasonably locate within industrial parks. Using this factor, which is 
consistent with the example provided in the Provincial Projection Methodology Guideline, 
approximately I, 140 of the new employees forecast over the 20 year period could be expected to 
locate within industrial parks. Based on the work by Watson and Associates, this translates into 
a demand for space in industrial parks for 57 new employees per year. 

At 57 employees per year, the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) of vacant land identified in the 
"Draft" report would represent a 39.5 year supply based on the Watson and Associates forecast. 
Adding in the Ian_ds proposed for annexation, would translate into a 91.9 year supply. 

(Also see Appendix D -Analysis Using an Appropriate Justification Methodology) 

Where Should Future Industrial or Related Growth Occur 

The "Draft" report justifying the proposed annexation assumes no sales of employment 
land will occur over the next 20 years on the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) of vacant 
industrial lands currently within in the City of Stratford. 

After identifying the existence of98 hectares of"vacant industrial land in the City", the "Draft" 
report appears to rely on the following as justification that this 98.19 hectares ofland can simply 
be ignored and that all of the lands required for industrial or related uses in the next 20 years as 
justified through the land absorption methodology (130 hectares) should be located outside of the 
current boundaries of the City of Stratford. This assumption is the only way the proposed 
annexation of 130 hectares (representing I 00 percent of all lands needed in the next 20 years) 
can be justified. 
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"The City has reviewed its existing industrial land inventory and has confirmed 
that the development of the Annexed Lands for industrial purposes is more 
economically viable than utilizing lands currently designated for future 
employment use that are situated outside of the built boundary." 

For clarification, the built boundary represents the developed area within the City of Stratford at 
the time of the Official Plan review. There is a considerable amount of vacant industrial land 
outside the built boundary, but within the City of Stratford today. 

Justification for the annexation as noted in the quote above is not a legitimate reason for simply 
leapfrogging over vacant industrial lands and is not consistent with the provisions of the 
Provincial Policy Statement. 

Additional information was requested from City and investStratford staff to justify this 
statement. Staff had indicated that a comprehensive review of vacant industrial land had been 
undertaken and it was this review that was requested. In response, very cursory information 
(about one third ofa page in total) was provided by staff relating to six parcels. One of these 
parcels is to be brought on-line for sale as small parcels in 2020 (9.69 hectares), rendering the 
assumption that all 130 hectares of land justified for industrial or related uses in the next 20 years 
through the land absorption methodology will occur within the annexation area somewhat 
questionable. 

Another option investigated by staff that based on staffs comments appears to be viable is 
identified as being 15.3 hectares in size and falling within "the very high end [but apparently not 
outside] of our per acre price point". What staff fails to mention is that the development of this 
second parcel (Parcel I on the GSP Group map - see Figure 2) would provide for the extension 
of servicing required to help unlock the remainder of the lands annexed for industrial use in 2005 
(approximately 65 hectares). 

For only one of the options reviewed is any financial information provided. No land costing is 
provided for any of the options. No costing of any sort is provided for the future 
development of the lands proposed to be annexed. No indication of where services are to be 
provided from is contained in the "Draft" report. No indication of the staging sequence 
anticipated for the lands is provided. In the absence of such information, making even limited 
assessment of the accuracy of the quote above is impossible. 

Several times throughout this process it has been stated that there are no larger parcels of 
industrial land available. If Packham Road was extended westerly, there would be by my 
measurements, four parcels with road frontage exceeding 15 hectares (37.07 acres) in size, five if 
you don't exclude the area of the grain elevator from Parcel I as identified on the GSP Group 
map. These parcels are labelled as Parcels 2 through 4 and 9 on the GSP Group mapping, with 
Parcels 2 through 4 exceeding 20 hectares (49.42 acres). There is also nothing that would stop 
the amalgamation of all or combinations of Parcels I through 4, thereby providing a range of 
options over 50 hectares (123.55 acres) in size. These lands and Parcel 9 are not currently 
serviced, but neither are the proposed annexation lands. 
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The position that l 30 hectares of additional land is required outside the current boundaries of the 
City of Stratford contradicts a statement by Ms. Gerber of investStratford in the August 19, 2019 
letter attached as Appendix A to the "Draft" report: 

"As required by the Provincial Policy Statement, a 20 year supply of employment 
lands would require 320 acres of inventory at current absorption rates. Based on 
current inventory, and without consideration for the difficulties of servicing and 
ownership of some of those lands, we are in deficit of 100 acres. [emphasis 
added)" 

Even assuming the vacant land inventory was accurate, that land absorption was a legitimate 
justification methodology and that the calculation determining the land absorption rate had been 
done correctly, it is unclear how the demand for additional employment land went from 
"100 acres" five months ago to "130 hectares (321.24 acres)" as part of the annexation 
proposal. 

Which Lands Should be Included in the Annexation if Justification Existed 

The "Draft" report contains no information as to why the lands proposed for annexation 
were selected over other options. No other options were even identified in the "Draft" 
report. 

The "Draft" Planning Justification Report on Page 14, Paragraph 2 states: 

"The Annexation Lands are identified by the Canadian Land Inventory as Class I 
agricultural lands, but do not meet the PPS definition of a specialty crop area. As 
the majority of Perth County is mapped as prime agricultural land, and in 
particular the lands surrounding Stratford, there is no alternative direction for a 
boundary adjustment that would avoid prime agricultural lands (Section l .1.3.8 
c)" 

The above reference only addresses part of the test under the provisions of Section 1.1.3.8 c) of 
the Provincial Policy Statement. Subsection 1.1.3.8 c) 2) ii) states: 

"in prime agricultural areas: ... 

2. alternative locations have been evaluated, and ... 

ii. there are no reasonable alternatives on lower priority agricultural lands in 
prime agricultural areas; [emphasis added] 

I have found nothing in the publicly available information that indicates this analysis has been 

completed. 
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Additional information regarding the selection of the proposed annexation lands was requested 
from the City and investStratford, and staff responded with following two paragraphs: 

"We considered other areas around the City and found that these lands, being the 
extension of the Wright Business Park are the most appropriate for the purposes 
of annexation. investStratford's opinions are developed around the input costs 
(acquisition, land preparation, etc.) and the remaining saleable acres after roads, 
setbacks and servicing (for the purposes of estimates we use 85%). As The City 
of Stratford's pricing by-law requires a break-even price/acre - we explore 
whether the parcel provide for flexibility in layout and site planning, will the 
parcels be ideal to the market demand in size and will the associated sale 
price/acre be reasonable in the South Western Ontario market. 

The lands to the east of the 2005 annexation have a cemetery, a large hydro 
easement and are on a very steep grade - all limiting developable land and 
increasing the cost of land preparation. The lands to the south of the RBC 
development are almost all woodlot and as a result are not desirable from a 
saleability perspective. In addition to being a natural extension of the Wright 
Business Park, the lands proposed for annexation provide rail access and direct 
proximity to Highway 7 - we felt both were desirable." 

No financial or servicing analysis is provided. Neither is a listing of the specific selection 
criteria used, weighting of the selection criteria or any associated scoring for the various options. 

The explanation for excluding the lands to the west of the 2005 annexation lands is not 
convincing. Having visited the site, it appears to be a remarkably flat piece of land to be 
described as being on a "steep grade". In fact, the grade on the proposed annexation lands 
appears steeper throughout the middle section than on the lands to the west of the 2005 
annexation lands. The cemetery referenced is only 0.26 hectares in size and is located on the 
north easterly comer of the su.bject lands directly adjacent to lands previously zoned industrial 
following the 2005 annexation. A historic cemetery is not a use that is incompatible with 
industrial development. The hydro easements in question are located in such a manner so as to 
have relatively minimal impact on development of the site overall and Highway 7 could be 
accessed through the Wright Business Park via an extension to Packham Road. These lands are 
also a far more natural extension of the Wright Business Park than the proposed annexation 
lands. 

No weight at all was apparently given to two key considerations, that development of these lands 
to the west of the 2005 annexation lands would begin to unlock the 2005 annexation lands for 
development from a servicing perspective, and that the inclusion of these lands would provide 
for a myriad of potential lot configurations on almost 160 contiguous hectares of land, far 
exceeding the 111.17 ha on Parcel 2 of the proposed annexation that is also encumbered by an 
approximately 4 hectare woodlot. 

In accordance with a notation on the map by GSP Group illustrating the location of the 98 
hectares (242 acres) forwarded to me by investStratford staff(see Figure 2), there appears to 
exist a planning justification report prepared by GSP Group in November 2019 that applied to 
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3510 and 3516 Road I 19, Highway 7. 3510 Road 119, Highway 7 is part of Parcel 2 as 
prop?sed by the City for annexation. I have requested a copy of this report, but as of the writing 
of this letter the City has yet to provide it. 

Conclusions 

No justification for the proposed annexation exists under the provisions of the Provincial 
Policy Statement. 

Using a methodology consistent with the Provincial Projection Methodology Guideline 
demonstrates that industrial land within the City of Stratford contains almost double the capacity 
required over the next 20 years, even when just considering the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) 
identified as vacant industrial land in the "Draft" report. The calculation on which this 
conclusion is based assumes no intensification on any partially developed land or any 
development on vacant land (such as the "sold" and "reserved" land in the Wright Business 
Park) not included in the 98.19 hectares. 

The only conceivable justification for locating future development on the proposed annexation 
lands is the need to access a railway line, and only then if it involved a legitimate requirement 
associated with a proposed use rising to the level of Provincial interest, as it is Provincial policy 
that needs to be circumvented in order to justify any portion of the annexation. Even this would 
only be acceptable if no other means such as the extension of a spur line to other industrial lands 
located inside the current City boundary could be found. I found no record in the information 
made available through this process that indicates a situation meriting extenuating circumstances 
exists, or that any analysis of this nature occurred. Even if such a potential use was waiting in the 
wings, there would be no basis for any lands beyond the lands required for such a use to be 
included ·in the annexation. 

Even if extenuating circumstances exist that create a Provincial level interest in this matter 
sufficient to warrant circumvention of the Province's guidelines on how to implement the 
Provincial Policy Statement, there were better ways to go about this process. In the absence of 
some reasonable explanation, the statement that a 130 hectare annexation is needed to meet 
the demands of employment growth over the next 20 years is simply without merit 
considering the employment forecast contained in the Watson and Associates report and 
the amount of vacant industrial land that exists in the City of Stratford. 

If an overriding Provincial interest warrants consideration of some or all of the lands subject to 
the amalgamation, the public needs to clearly understand the nature of this Provincial interest, 
the potential benefits to the local community, and the broader public interest in what is being 
proposed. They need the opportunity to participate in a properly informed manner. This doesn't 
mean they need to be privy to confidential information, but there needs to be a coherent context 
established for the decisions being made when such information cannot be shared or you risk 
losing the trust of the public and other public agencies. This was clearly not done in this case. 

The public also needs to be assured that the actions proposed are not arbitrary (the selection of 
which and how much lands to expand onto) and that there are planning measures that can be 
implemented as part of this process to ensure appropriate staging and interim use of the land 
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prior lo its longer termed proposed use for industrial development. This is critical. because it 
prov·ides assurance to the public that no matter what the outcome of behind the scene processes. 
it will not simply result in large scale premature consumption of agricultural land or unnecessary 
destruction of en1·ironmcntal foaturcs. The public needs to k1w11·there are mechanisms in place 
to ensure any damage done if the venture driving the amalgamation doesn·t \\"Ork out as intended 
is minimized to the greatest extent possible. 

Appendix E provides recommendations to address future planning and development of the 
site should the amalgamation process continue. 

//
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Kevi1i'Eby. RPI'-" 
EGY Growth Management Planning Services 
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APPENDIX A 

CHRONOLOGY AND ANALYSIS OF THE PUBLIC PROCESS TO DA TE/ TO COME 

The following is a chronology of key dates in the processing of the proposed boundary 
expansion/ amalgamation: 

December I 6, 2019 - Notice of intent to hold a Public Meeting approved by City Council 

December 19, 2019 - Notice of January 16, 2020 Public Meeting posted 

January 15, 2020 - "Draft" Report becomes available 

January 16, 2020 - Public Meeting 

January 20, 2020 - Deadline for public comments 

January 23, 2020 - Consideration by Perth County Council scheduled, but cancelled 

January 24, 2020 - New January 31, 2020 public commenting deadline announced 
- Public Meeting Minutes and Questions and Answers document released 

January 31, 2020 - Staff report recommending approval posted on-line (before 5:00 pm) 

January 31, 2020 - Second deadline for public submission of comments (before 11 :59 pm) 

February 4, 2020 - City of Stratford Council consideration of proposed annexation 

February 6, 2020 - County of Perth Council consideration of proposed annexation 

February 6, 2020 - Township of Perth South Council consideration of proposed annexation 

As of the writing of this report, the "Draft" Planning Justification Report intended to provide the 
technical analysis supporting the proposed annexation has yet to be finalized. No staff report 
available to the public has gone to City of Stratford Council relating to the proposed municipal 
boundary adjustment / annexation, prior to the report recommending approval posted today. The 
first public record of this process appears to be the notice of intent to hold a Public Meeting 
approved by City of Stratford Council on December 16, 2019. As a result, if the vote goes 
forward as scheduled, an annexation for the stated purpose of facilitating industrial uses over the 
next 20 years will have gone from initiation in the public forum to final vote being taken by City 
of Stratford Council in 50 days. For only 17 of those days was the "draft report available to the 
public. 

The deadline for public comments to be received is 11 :59 pm on January 31, 2020. This leaves 
very little opportunity for City of Stratford staff and Councillors to consider public comments 
prior to such an important decision being made four days later. 
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APPENDIXB 

VA CANT LAND INVENTORY 

Virtually the only information made available to the broader public relating to vacant industrial 
land inventories is that approximately 242 acres of vacant industrial land exists, much of this 
land is constrained, and that "50 acres are serviced and shovel-ready". 

Under a section titled "Requests for Additional information", the Questions and Answers 
document states: 

5. "Request map of242 acres of vacant land and provide comprehensive review of 
existing lands. 

Please see the planning justification report." 

This information does not exist in the "Draft" Planning Justification Report prepared by 
Harrington McA van Ltd. 

The source of the 242 acres appears to be a map prepared by GSP Group (see Figure I) as part of 
a Planning Justification Report (November 2019) relating to 3510 and 3516 Road I I 9, Highway 
7. This map was provided to me by staff from investStratford. Unfortunately, the map is not an 
entirely accurate reflection of the overall inventory of vacant industrial land in the City of 
Stratford. 

A review of the information provided, the City's Official Plan and Zoning By-law, aerial 
photography and site visits has identified that additional vacant industrial land exists that is not 
included in the mapping of the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) by GSP Group. Granted some land 
is tough to service or gain access to, but others are readily available to accommodate future 
employees in the City of Stratford. These include vacant parcels that have already been sold or 
is being held as "reserved" in the Wright Business Park. The exclusion of this land from the 
inventory illustrates well the dichotomy between the two methodologies. In the City and 
investStratford's world, once the land is sold or reserved it is gone. It no longer counts. In the 
world of determining land required to accommodate forecasted employment, that land is no 
different than land that hasn't been sold yet. 

Parcels 1 through 4 on the GSP Group Map 

In reviewing the GSP Group map, there appear to be some issues relating to Parcels I through 4. 
These parcels combined with a woodlot of approximately I.7 ha in size constituted the lands 
subject to 2005 annexation for industrial purposes. The 2005 annexation lands are described in 
the "Draft" report as being 83.2 hectares (205.6 acres) in size. The lands remain vacant other 
than for formerly existing uses. The individual parcels from the 2005 annexation as identified on 
the GSP Group map were measured using aerial photography and compared with the 
measurements provided on the map. The results are as follows: 
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Parcel Aerial Photogral!hl'. GSP Groul! Mal! Variance 
Parcel 1 15.60 ha 10.05 ha 5.55 ha 
Parcel 2 23.00 ha 22.62 ha 0.38 ha 
Parcel 3 21.00 ha 15.03 ha 5.97 ha 
Parcel 4 20.30 ha 12.!0ha 8.20 ha 
Total 79.90 ha 59.80 ha 20.10 ha 

In response to a query regarding the discrepancy, investStratford staff responded as follows: 

"There is a large hydro easement on one property, and ongoing farming operations 
on the other two." 

There are actually on-going farm operations on all four parcels, so I assume it is the existence of 
buildings that creates this constraint. Parcel I on the GSP map has a grain elevator occupying 
approximately 2.32 hectares whereas the variance is 5.55 hectares. There appears to be no other 
constraints. 

To explain the 5.97 hectare variance between the measurements on Parcel 3, the hydro easements 
would have to be approximately 65 metres wide with no possibility of any uses within the 
easements. I have no knowledge as to the actual width of the easements, but to put 65 metres 
into context, that is approximately double the width of the standard cleared area under the same 
hydro lines as they proceed through woodlots further to the east. I would also note that in some 
portions of the Wright Business Park that parking has been pennitted within the rights of way. 
This is consistent with my experiences in the Region of Waterloo. 

The variance in Parcel 4 of 8.2 hectares is noted as being an ongoing farm operation. I assume 
this is intended to reflect the landscape company located on this property. I would respectfully 
suggest that it is highly unlikely that this property wouldn't be purchased and redeveloped as a 
whole. 

Several parcels of vacant land are identified on the City of Stratford website as remaining for 
sale in the Wright Industrial Park, yet these lands are not included in the 98.19 hectares (242.63 
acres) of vacant industrial land on the mapping of vacant inventory. In the Questions and 
Answers document, it states there are 50 acres of serviced and shovel-ready lands 
available. Staff has indicated all of the 50 acres of shovel ready land is included in the 98.19 
hectares (242.63 acres) inventory. The City lands remaining "for sale" or "reserved" in the 
Wright Business Park are assumed to be "serviced and shovel ready" but are not included in the 
98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) inventory. 

It is impossible to ascertain from the materials provided precisely how much vacant industrial 
land exists in the City of Stratford, but given the various issues with the mapping noted above, it 
can be stated with some certainty that there is more than the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) 
identified in the "Draft" report. 

For some guidance as to the potential capacity of the vacant industrial lands to accommodate 
future employment uses, reference was made to the 2017 City of Stratford Development Charge 
Background Study by Watson and Associates. On Schedule IOa of the 2017 Study, Watson and 
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Associates identify an unused capacity of 4,378 employees on existing industrial lands. As 
shown on Schedule I0c of this Study, based on 1,200 square feet per industrial employee 
assumption (reasonable in my experiences) this translates into a potential to accommodate an 
additional 488,121 square metres (5,254,100 square feet) of new industrial space on lands zoned 
industrial in the City of Stratford as of early 20 I 7. 
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APPENDIXC 

ANALYSIS OF THE JUSTIFICATION FOR THE ANNEXATION AS PRESENTED 

Both the "Draft" report and presentations at the Public Meeting attempt(ed) to justify the need 
for additional lands to meet demand for employment uses over the next 20 years based on 
historical private and public land sales. As stated on page 27, paragraph 5 in the summary of the 
report: 

"The current amount of vacant industrial land in the City is approximately 98 
hectares (242 acres) which is not sufficient at the current rate of absorption of 6.5 
hectares ( 16 acres) per year." 

The term "absorption" as used above means sold. 

Justification for the expansion of a settlement area for employment purposes is not based on land 
sales. It is instead based on the capacity of the land designated for employment purposes to 
accommodate forecasted employment. Land that was sold last year ( or at any time in the past), 
but on which no development or only partial development has occurred remains available to 
accommodate forecasted growth and needs to be considered as part of the justification process. 
There is no information provided that indicates the extent to which the "6.5 hectares" per year 
has actually been utilized. I suspect that some of this is currently vacant land marked as "sold" 
within the Wright Industrial Park on the City of Stratford website. The fact it was recently sold 
has little if any relevance to the justification process relating to settlement expansions. 

Figure 2 attached to this report is a copy of Table 4.6 - Calculating Employment Land 
Requirements taken from the Provincial Projection Methodology Guideline prepared to help 
guide the implementation of Provincial polices relating to settlement area expansions. It 
illustrates the nature of the analysis to be undertaken as part of the justification process in parts 
of the Province not subject to a Provincial Growth Plan. It includes no component related to 
land sales. 

1 would also note that even if land sales were a legitimate justification, based on the information 
provided in the Questions and Answers document the rationale behind the 16 acres per year 
absorption rate is flawed. The I 64 acres of land sales over what is implied as being the most 
recent ten-year period includes 52 acres of land that was converted from industrial land to 
residential and highway commercial. This is not absorption of land for industrial or related 
purposes and is not a predictor of future industrial land needs unless it is intended that the 
proposed annexation lands be allowed to convert to residential and/or highway commercial uses. 
There has been no indication of this intent at either the Public Meeting or through any documents 
released to date. 

The City sold the land used for the future RBC data centre to Global Holdings Realty Ltd in 
2009, meaning that if this land sale was going to be used in justifying additional lands based on 
recent land sales, the denominator used in the calculation should be eleven years (2009 to 2019), 
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not ten (2010 to 2019). InvestStratford staff confirmed the use of the 2009 to 2019 timeframe for 
this analysis two days ago. 

Making these adjustments, the actual absorption rate based on land sales for industrial purposes 
is (66.37 hectares (164 acres) of identified land sales-21.04 hectares (52 acres) sold for 
residential and highway commercial purposes) I 11years= 4.12 hectares (10.18 acres) per year, 
not the 6.47 hectares (16 acres per year) identified in the Questions and Answers document. 

A land sale absorption rate of 4.12 hectares ( I 0.18 acres) per year over the 20 year planning 
horizon identified for the annexation would result in the need for 82.4 hectares (203.6 acres), 
significantly less than 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) of vacant industrial land noted in the "Draft" 
report. 
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APPENDIXD 

ANALYSIS USING AN APPROPRIATE JUSTIFICATION METHODOLOGY 

Fundamental to the detennination of the amount of employment land required to accommodate 
growth is the availability of an employment forecast broken down by anticipated sectors of 
employment. In 2017, Watson and Associates authored the City of Stratford Development 
Charges Study as part of the City's development charge review. Watson and Associates is well 
qualified to undertake such a review. The forecasted average annual employment increases from 
early 2017 to early 2037 remain relatively stable, meaning that this forecast can reasonably be 
used as a proxy for the 20 year time period that is the subject of the proposed annexation. 

From the Watson and Associates forecast: 

• Net new employment (early 2017 to early 2037) = 2,279 new employees 
• Net new industrial employment (early 2017 to early 2037) = 557 new employees 
• Average annual forecasted increase in all employment categories ( early 20 I 7 to early 

2037) = I 14 new employees per year 
• Average annual forecasted increase in the industrial category ( early 20 I 7 to early 203 7) = 

28 new employees per year 

As noted earlier in this report, the Watson and Associates Study identified a potential remaining 
capacity on the existing industrial lands of 4,378 new employees/ 488, I 21 square metres 
(5,254, I 00 square feet) of new industrial space as of early 2017. 

About half of all jobs can reasonably locate within industrial parks. Using this factor, which is 
consistent with the example provided in the Provincial Projection Methodology Guideline (see 
Figure 2), approximately 1,140 of the new employees forecast over the 20 year period from early 
2017 to early 2037 by Watson and Associates could be expected to locate within industrial parks. 
This translates into a demand for space in industrial parks for 5 7 new employees per year. 

Vacant Industrial Land 

In determining the capacity of new areas developing as industrial land, a gross to net factor is 
applied to detennine how much of the land will actually become industrial lots. The City of 
Stratford uses a 0.85 gross to net factor, meaning 85 percent of the land will end up as part of the 
industrial lots, while the remaining 15 percent ends up being used for roads, stormwater 
management ponds, and other such uses. 

The other key factor in detennining the capacity of industrial lands is the anticipated average 
number of employees per hectare that will ultimately work on the parcels. The City uses an 
average density of 27 employees per hectare for industrial lands. 

Applying the 0.85 gross to net factor and the 27 average employees per hectare density to the 
98. I 9 hectares (242.63 acres) of vacant land identified in the "Draft" report results in capacity 
for 2,253 new employees. 
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(98.19 hectares x 0.85 gross to net conversion factor x 27 average employees per 
hectare)= capacity for 2,253 new employees 

At 57 employees per year as calculated above, the 98.19 hectares (242.63 acres) of vacant land 
identified in the "Draft" Planning Justification Report would represent a 39.5 year supply. 

Vacant Industrial Land AND the Lands Subject to the Annexation Proposal 

Adding the proposed annexation area into the calculation results in space for 5,237 new 
employees versus a demand of I, 140 

(98.19 hectares+ 130 hectares) x 0.85 gross to net factor x an average of27 
employees per hectare= space for 5,237 new employees 

Assuming no intensification occurs on any other existing industrial land and using a demand rate 
of 57 new employees per year as noted above, the 228.19 hectares (563.87 acres) of vacant 
industrial land, combined with the proposed annexation lands would translate into a 91.9 year 
supply. 

capacity for 5,237 new employees/ 57 new employees per year= 91.9 year 
supply 
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APPENDIX E 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 

If extenuating circumstances exist that create a Provincial interest in this matter sufficient to 
warrant contravention of the Province's guidelines on how to implement the Provincial Policy 
Statement, there are a number of things that would be appropriate to consider in planning for the 
development of the lands proposed for annexation. 

• The amount of land brought in through the annexation should be limited to the area 
of land required by the specific industry. 

It is not always necessary to provide additional land in immediate proximity to the use 
creating the extenuating circumstances. As an example, a large industry recently 
proposed to purchase approximately 50 hectares ( I 23.5 acre) of land near Guelph that 
was designated and zoned as rural employment area. There was limited additional vacant 
industrial or employment land available near the proposed facility for suppliers or spin
off industries and discussions with the County of Wellington Planning Department 
indicated this didn't seem to be an issue. 

There are plenty of options on already designated land for additional related industries to 
operate from, if in fact opportunities arise to attract such companies. This annexation 
should not be taken as an opportunity to simply leapfrog over other designated and zoned 
lands. 

• Policies should be established to prohibit breaking up of farm parcels within the 
area of the annexation into pieces less than 10 hectares (25 acres in size) with half 
the land being held in parcels of 20 hectares (50 acres). 

If the justification ultimately provided for this proposed annexation is that these lands are 
intended to meet a missing niche in the marketplace for large parcels, then official plan 
policies should be used to ensure it is used as intended. The statement that it is needed to 
provide one to three acre parcels is simply not credible when there is almost a 40 year 
supply of vacant land based on the Watson and Associates forecast within the 98.19 
hectares (242.63 acres) of vacant industrial land identified in the "Draft" report. 

Failure to create such policies usually results in revolving door syndrome. There are no 
big industrial parcels for sale, so more agricultural land is brought into the urban area to 
create an inventory of such lands. Then after a few years, these parcels get broken up, 
not because small parcels are necessarily needed, but rather because the owner doesn't 
want to hold on to the land for the extended period of time sometimes necessary for the 
purchasers of large parcels to come along. This creates a situation where there are no 
more large industrial parcels. Repeat. 

No land from the 83.2 hectare (205.6 acre) 2005 annexation for industrial use, including 
three parcels in excess of 20 hectares, appear to have been utilized I5 years later. 
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In my time at the Region of Waterloo (25 years), I can only recall two parcels of land of 
more than 20 hectares in size being sold to accommodate an industrial or related use, a 
parcel of approximately 40 hectares (I 00 acres) for the Loblaws warehouse, and just over 
20 hectares (50 acres) for Challenger Motor Freight. 

Another potential alternative to help address the transition from a municipally led 
industrial land sales system to a private sector one that inevitably occurs as cities grow, is 
the creation of the annexation lands with a policy framework similar to the Region of 
Waterloo's Prime Industrial Strategic Reserve lands. While the creation of smaller 
parcels is generally prohibited, there is the ability to break up one of the larger parcels 
should a verifiable critical near-term shortage of smaller lots occurs. 

• Any development should be on full municipal services. 

Private wells or communal wastewater treatment systems should not be permitted. 

• Consideration should be given to staging the development of these lands so as to 
preserve the existing environmental area for a long as possible. 

If the longer term demand for the additional land fails to materialize, staging so as to 
avoid the woodlot in the early phases of development would stop the needless destruction 
of this environmental area. Replacement efforts, however, should commence 
immediately so that if the woodlot is eventually removed later in the staging of this 
development, the replacement trees will actually have had time to grow to a decent size 
before the woodlot is removed. In a time where communities are learning just how badly 
we all need to address climate change, this would be a prudent step to take. 

• The development should be staged so as to provide immediate access onto Highway 
7 as opposed to focusing all of the traffic associated with the development out onto 
Perth Line 29. 

Starting at Highway 7 and developing westward would allow for the initial servicing of 
the site to also immediately make services available to Parcel 9 on the GSP Group map 
and Parcel I of the proposed annexation. This has been stated as a key benefit related to 
the annexation proposal. 

• !fa spur line is required to service the initial industry, the extension of the spur line 
through to the easterly side of the site would permit an east to west staging and 
would ensure access to a spur line is also available for future industries that end up 
locating in the large parcel industrial park. 

This would ensure the maximum benefit for the community is potentially derived from 
this process. Allowing the initial industry to border the existing railway tracks throughout 
the length of the railway adjacent to the area would restrict access by other industries. 
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Tatiana Dafoe 

From: Constance McKay 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2020 4:54 PM 
To: Tatiana Dafoe 

Subject: [External Email] Proposed Glass Plant 

Stratford does not need jobs so badly that we welcome a glass plant that even China doesn't want and closed for 
environmental reasons. Even if they say it is safe - make them prove it. Where will they get the large amount 
of water they need? Bottom line no glass plant and no re-zoning of land before the intended use is approved by 
the people of Stratford. 

This project is not in our best interests. 

Constance McKay 
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